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Mission Statement 

The Toronto Entomologists. Association 

(TEA) is a non-profit educational and 

scientific organization formed to promote 

interest in insects, to encourage co-

operation among amateur and professional 

entomologists, to educate and inform non-

entomologists about insects, entomology 

and related fields, to aid in the preservation 

of insects and their habitats and to issue 

publications in support of these objectives. 
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Membership Information: 

Annual dues are as follows: 

Individual               $30 

Student               Free 

Family                $35 

All membership inquiries and payment of 

dues can be directed to Chris Rickard, 

Treasurer, 16 Mount View Court, 

Collingwood, Ontario, L9Y5A9.  (705) 

444-6671.  e-transfers can be sent to 

crickard@sympatico.ca 
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membership include: 

 3 issues of Ontario Insects per year 

 Annual Ontario Lepidoptera Summary 

 

THE TEA IS A REGISTERED 

CHARITY (#131303141); ALL 

DONATIONS ARE TAX 

CREDITABLE. 

 

 

DEADLINE INFORMATION - Members Please Note: 

The deadline for submissions to the April issue of Ontario Insects is March 

15th. Late submissions may be added at the discretion of the Editor after that 

date. If there are any questions or concerns regarding submissions, please 

feel free to contact Jessica Linton at the address below.   
 

Ontario Insects (ISSN: 1203-3995) is published tri-annually by the Toronto 

Entomologists' Association (TEA), 18 McDonald Street West, Listowel, 

Ontario, Canada, N4W 1K4.  The statements of contributors do not necessarily 

represent the views of the TEA and the TEA does not warrant or endorse 

products or services of advertisers. Copyright of artwork and photographs 

remains with the artist or photographer. 

 

Submissions to:  Jessica E. Linton, Editor of Ontario Insects,  245 

Rodney Street, Waterloo, Ontario  N2J 1G7, jlinton@nrsi.on.ca, 519-489-

2568. 

 

For general inquiries about the TEA contact:  Alan Macnaughton, Vice 

President, TEA, 49 Northforest Trail, Kitchener, ON, N2N 2Y7, 

amacnaug@uwaterloo.ca (519) 570-9898 

 

Front cover photo: Rick Cavasin.  Photo taken April 17, 

2016 in Gatineau Park, QC.   
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Meetings  

Saturday, January 21, 2017, 1:15 p.m.  

MY ADVENTURES TRAPPING INSECTS: Stomoxys calcitrans (Diptera: Muscidae) in south central Ontario  

Room 212 Victoria College. 

David Beresford, Trent University 
 

Saturday, February 25, 2017, 1:15 p.m. 

Butterfly Research Topic TBA 

Room 212 Victoria College. 

Gard Otis, University of Guelph 

 

Saturday, March 25, 2017, 1 to 3 p.m. (note early start time) 

STUDENT SYMPOSIUM 

Room 432, Ramsay Wright Building, University of Toronto (25 Harbord Street).  

Graduate students, senior undergraduates and postdoctoral fellows will be presenting talks and posters. Please 

contact Doug Currie (dc.currie@utoronto.ca), if interested in presenting. 

 

Saturday, April 22, 2017 

BUG WEEKEND AT THE ROYAL ONTARIO MUSEUM 

Time and location TBA  

 

2017 Field Trips 

To be scheduled.  These will be posted to the TEA website as they are confirmed: 

http://www.ontarioinsects.org/Ftrips.htm  

 

Short Notes 
 

   

Upcoming Meetings and Trips 

Cartoon by Dave Coverly 
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CORRECTIONS TO SEPTEMBER OI 

 

Editor’s note: Ontario Insect Volume 22 (1), Page 16: 

the dates for the two Toronto butterfly counts were 

transposed.  The Toronto Centre Count took place on 

July 9 and the Toronto East Count took place on July 1. 

 

LINCOLN BROWER RECEIVES AWARD 

 

On Friday, December 2nd, 2017, The Center for 

Biological Diversity presented its fourth annual E.O. 

Wilson Award for Outstanding Science in Biodiversity 

Conservation to Dr. Lincoln Brower, for his six decades 

of work studying and protecting Monarch butterflies 

 

INSECT MASS MIGRATION IN UK 

 

A new study published in Science provides a 

fascinating analysis of a decade's worth of data from 

radars specifically designed to track airborne insects.  

The work has revealed unseen masses of insects (2 to 5 

trillion!!!) crossing parts of the southern United 

Kingdom each year.  Mobile radars, which were first 

established in the 1970’s to assess movements of 

locusts and other pests in developing countries, were by 

the late 1990s, designed to be permanent and 

automatically able to log insects of different sizes.  The 

current study, led by Gao Hu from Nanjing Agricultural 

University in China has compiled these data from 2000 

to 2009 from U.K. radar sites, which groups insects 

based on size: medium-sized insects include hoverflies, 

ladybird beetles, and water boatmen and large-sized 

insects include hawk moths, painted lady butterflies, 

and aquatic beetles. Balloon sampling flights were also 

used to provide estimated counts for smaller insects.  

Among the medium and large insects, the radar 

documented 1,320 daytime and 898 nighttime mass 

migrations over the course of the decade. These 

migrations, which usually coincide with favorable 

winds, head south in the fall and north in the spring. 

 

 

 

 

 

NEW ONLINE SPIDER GUIDE 

 

Ontario Nature, with assistance from Tom Mason and 

Gergin Blagoev, has produced a new website that 

provides a guide to some of Ontario’s spiders. They 

report that more than 800 species, representing 35 

families, have been found in Ontario.  Although spiders 

can be daunting to identify, the website indicates that 

learning family characteristics can help. These include 

such characteristics as the arrangement of the spider’s 

eyes and, in the case of the web-weavers, the type or 

location of their web.  The web guide is not 

comprehensive but has been made to describe species 

and families which are commonly observed, distinctive 

or dramatic, as well as some examples of some unusual 

families that are diverse and interesting. 

 

http://onnaturemagazine.com/spiderguide.html 

 

NEW PAPER:  A TRANS-NATIONAL 

MONARCH BUTTERFLY POPULATION 

MODEL AND IMPLICATIONS FOR REGIONAL 

CONSERVATION PRIORITIES 

 

Authors: Karen Oberhauser, Ruscena Wiederholt, Jay 

E. Diffendorfer, Darius Semmens, Leslie Ries, Wayne 

E. Thogmartin, Laura Lopez-Hoffman, Brice Semmens. 

 

Abstract 

The Monarch has undergone considerable population 

declines over the past decade, and the governments of 

Mexico, Canada, and the United States have agreed to 

work together to conserve the species. Given limited 

resources, understanding where to focus conservation 

action is key for widespread species like Monarchs. To 

support planning for continental-scale Monarch habitat 

restoration, we address the question of where 

restoration efforts are likely to have the largest impacts 

on Monarch butterfly (Danaus plexippus Linn.) 

population growth rates. 

 

We present a spatially explicit demographic model 

simulating the multi-generational annual cycle of the 

eastern Monarch population, and use the model to 

examine management scenarios, some of which focus 

Announcements and Short Notes 
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on particular regions of North America. Improving the 

Monarch habitat in the north central or southern parts of 

the Monarch range yields a slightly greater increase in 

the population growth rate than restoration in other 

regions. However, combining restoration efforts across 

multiple regions yields population growth rates above 1 

with smaller simulated improvements in habitat per 

region than single-region strategies.  These findings 

suggest that conservation investment in projects across 

the full Monarch range will be more effective than 

focusing on one or a few regions, and will require 

international cooperation across many land use 

categories. 

 

COMMENTS ON MOTH OBSERVATIONS 

 

Ken Stead has submitted some thoughts on moth 

observations reported in the September issue OI 

(Volume 22: 1).  In summary: 

1) There is a possibility that the Gallium Sphinx 

reported from Kitchener could be the rarer but 

remarkably similar species Hyles euphoribae, 

which is an introduced species for alien plant 

control. Ken has found three H. euphoribae 

specimens in Ontario. Size can be used as a 

possible distinction but differences are small 

and perhaps impossible to detect except with a 

specimen.  

2) Regarding the addition of Magusa divaricta to 

the High Park moth list with an observation on 

July 28, Ken reports that this species is very 

common in the fall. Also, Ken notes that M. 

divaricta should not be confused with M. 

orbifera, which is a Caribbean species that 

may migrate to Florida. (M. orbifera is not on 

the High Park list).  Specimens of the two 

species cannot be distinguished except by 

genitalia or DNA. Formerly, all specimens of 

Magusa were classified as orbifera. 

 

BLACKFLIES VITAL TO PRESERVING 

ONTARIO WILDERNESS 

 

The cover story of the most recent issue of Ontario 

Nature Magazine reveals why blackflies are so vital for 

the environment. Quoting one of the world’s leading 

blackfly experts, Doug Currie of the ROM, 65+ species 

of black flies (Simuliidae)  are essential to the health of 

Ontario waterways. Blackfly larva are filter feeders and 

make vital contributions to the food chain by excreting 

nutritious waste pellets used as food by organisms that 

feed on water-suspended particles. Aside from being 

food for aquatic stages of stoneflies, dragonflies and 

damselflies, black fly larva and hovering adults are also 

consumed by brook trout.  

 

Read the full story starting on page 18 here: 

http://tinyurl.com/zl3b24w 

 

THE NOBELITY PROJECT 

 

Filmmaker Turk Pipkin co-founded the Nobelity 

Project which hopes to bridge gaps in education in East 

Africa, Latin America and the U.S.  The project helps 

to build stronger communities by supporting work to 

increase access to education, improving quality of 

learning, expanding opportunities, and creating 

connections to the world we all share. One area Turk 

has become very involved in relates to supporting 

education and conservation of the Monarch butterfly. In 

this video: http://tinyurl.com/hq8g88k, the tagged 

Monarch that Turk found was released by Terry 

Whittam at Rosetta McClain Gardens, Toronto, in 

September 2016! 

 

PRESENTATION: BIODIVERSITY RESEARCH 

AT THICKSON’S WOODS NATURE RESERVE 

AND THE FORGOTTEN POLLINATORS 

 

Date:  Tuesday, January 31, 2017  

Speaker: Phill Holder 

Location:  Oshawa Civic Centre, Bobby Orr room. 

Description: 932 species of moths (so far) have been 

found in less than 20 acres in the south end of Whitby. 

Phill will share some amazing photographs, and talk 

about what this program has taught him about 

biodiversity at Thickson’s Woods Land Trust. The 

moths are studied by catching and releasing the insects. 

They are not collected. 

http://tinyurl.com/zl3b24w
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A New Status for Monarch in Canada 

Jessica Linton 

 

At their semi-annual species assessment meeting held in Ottawa, the Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in 

Canada (COSEWIC) assessed 40 wildlife species.  This included the iconic Monarch which was up-listed from Special 

Concern to Endangered.  COSEWIC is a committee of experts that assesses and designates the national status of wildlife 

species and provides governments with advice.  For each wildlife species considered at an assessment meeting, 

COSEWIC considers the following five questions to determine a Canadian status designation:  

 

1. Is there sufficient information presented in the report to determine wildlife species eligibility? 

2. Given sufficient information, is the wildlife species eligible for assessment? 

3. Is the status report adequate and acceptable for assessment purposes? 

4. What status is suggested by application of approved COSEWIC quantitative assessment criteria and guidelines 

(e.g. rescue effect)? 

5. Does the suggested status conform to the COSEWIC definition for the proposed status category? 

 

The Monarch was designated as Special Concern by COSEWIC in 1997. Its status was re-examined and confirmed in 

2001 and 2010, however the recent assessment found that based on continually emerging research the species now meets 

the definition of Endangered in Canada due to inferences about population declines based on counts at the Mexico 

wintering grounds.  Also taken into consideration were a variety of threats it faces including habitat loss throughout their 

breeding range and sensitive overwintering grounds.  An updated COSEWIC status report on Monarch is being finalized 

and will be publically available in 2017 which summarizes the information that is the basis for the status determination. 

It will include an up-to-date compilation and analysis of all relevant, available, and credible biological information 

concerning Monarch and its status in Canada.  

 

A detailed description of COSEWIC’s assessment process and the criteria used for a species designation can be found on 

their website at: http://www.cosewic.gc.ca/eng/sct0/assessment_process_e.cfm  

 

Wildlife species that have been designated by COSEWIC do not automatically receive legal protection but do qualify for 

legal protection and recovery under the federal Species at Risk Act (SARA).  COSEWIC is simply an advisory body to 

make impartial status assessments based on the best available knowledge.  COSEWIC will forward its assessment to the 

Minister of the Environment and the Canadian Endangered Species Conservation Council which begins the government's 

consideration of the Endangered status of Monarch for legal listing.  The government has 9 months to respond.   If 

Monarch is added to Schedule 1 of the SARA, it benefits from all the legal protection afforded, and the mandatory 

recovery planning required, under this Act. 

 

If a species is listed under Schedule 1 of the Act as Endangered (this is yet to be seen), then it is required by law that the 

government identify what "critical habitat" is for the species.  For Monarch this would likely include staging areas in 

Ontario and Quebec, but it is highly unlikely that any old milkweed patch would be identified and protected as critical 

habitat.  Important staging areas in Ontario are already considered Significant Wildlife Habitat and receive consideration 

and some protection (dependent on the activity proposed) under the Provincial Policy Statement. 

 

http://www.cosewic.gc.ca/eng/sct0/assessment_process_e.cfm
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So what does this mean for individuals wanting to tag and raise Monarchs?  In short, it doesn’t change too much.  Under 

the Species at Risk Act (generally) the prohibitions about capturing wildlife only apply to fish and migratory birds on 

private lands.  However if you were in a national park or on other crown lands then the prohibition would apply.  So it 

wouldn't stop someone from tagging Monarchs say in their backyard.  Someone tagging Monarchs in a national park 

(e.g. Point Pelee) would require a permit, however one should already be applying for permits to do this in the park.  As 

well, one is currently required to acquire a Wildlife Scientific Collector's Authorization from the Ministry of Natural 

Resources and Forestry to capture Monarchs at any location because they are listed under the Fish and Wildlife 

Conservation Act.  Anyone in the TEA can be covered under the TEA’s  Wildlife Scientific Collector's Authorization by 

contacting Alan Macnaughton (amacnaug@uwaterloo.ca). 

 

In Ontario, the Monarch is still listed as Special Concern in the Endangered Species Act.  Within the province a similar 

body to COSEWIC, called The Committee on the Status of Species at Risk in Ontario (COSSARO), is charged with 

assessing the status of wildlife in the province.  This committee must assess species which have been assessed by 

COSEWIC.  The outcome of a provincial assessment will be interesting, as typically the Endangered Species Act affords 

more specific and prohibitive habitat protection for Endangered and Threatened species.  At the time of this writing, the 

priority assessment list for 2017 has not yet been posted on COSSARO’s website.   

 

Fall Monarch Migration Unspectacular in 2016 

Don Davis 

 

The annual fall Monarch migration through Ontario reflected the impact of a severe late winter storm (March 2016) in 

the Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Reserve, Mexico which killed thousands of Monarchs.  Rough estimates of total 

mortalities was difficult as landowners of the largest wintering site would not grant permission to scientists to enter these 

lands. Lincoln Brower and associates estimated that as many as 50% of remaining Monarchs may have died, but it was 

unknown how many Monarchs had already left the reserve. 

 

Most Ontario observations reported in 2016 were of single Monarchs, small numbers of individuals, eggs or caterpillars. 

There appeared to be a steady westward movement in late August through Northumberland County along the north shore 

of Lake Ontario, and another similar movement in mid-September. Southern Ontario experienced severe drought 

conditions over the summer which were particularly bad in the east, and these hot, dry conditions had a negative impact 

on Monarch reproduction as well as on milkweeds and nectar sources. On September 20, 600 Monarchs were counted as 

they flew past Rosetta McClain Gardens in Toronto. From October 2 to 8, approximately 200 - 300 Monarchs clustered 

each night at the tip of Point Pelee National Park, peaking at 500 individuals on October 3rd.  On October 5th, six large 

caterpillars were found munching on leathery milkweed leaves at Tommy Thompson Park. The late warm fall weather 

benefited the Monarchs, particularly a cohort of freshly emerged adults which may have otherwise perished with the first 

fall frosts.  From November 15 to 19th, Monarchs were reported in Hamilton, Burlington, Long Point, Presqu’ile, and 

Rondeau. On November 18th, Bruce Ripley reported 3 Monarchs at Prince Edward Point and further reported that his 

previous late sightings of butterflies in this region had been on November 15th the previous year. On November 19th, 

Darlene Burgess spotted 3 Monarchs at Point Pelee National Park.  

 

Monarch Sanctuaries Open for 2016-2017 Season 

Estela Romero 

 

The Monarchs arrived on time in 2016 for the Day of the Dead celebrations: November 19 and 20.  The Sanctuaries of 

Monarch Butterflies in Central México, located in the mountains of Angangueo, Michoacán, had just officially opened 

for the 2016-2017  season to tourists from as far away as from China and researchers were reported to have come from 

all over the world! 
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In the town of Angangueo, the opening of the sanctuaries and the arrival of the Monarch Butterflies happened during our 

big celebration of the Mexican Revolution. We had a festive parade in the streets of Angangueo. 

 

Early in the season the colonies began to take shape with a fair population in the El Rosario Sanctuary. Because the 

weather was rather cloudy and chilly, the colonies looked very quiet and silent inside the grey forest.  

 

Many members of Ejidatarios families (communal farming communities) were cheerful and looked forward to their jobs 

as guides, vendors, or other service providers to tourists at the Sanctuaries. One individual exclaimed “We are all so 

happy that Monarchs have now arrived. We all know that we have an extra chance to make a much better living during 

these months!"  Diego and Mariela, 8 and 9, elementary school students, live in the El Rosario community too and said 

“Monarchs are the sign of many things to us, and with the arrival of Christmas very soon, there is a job for almost 

everyone in our families. We love visitors from all over the world!"  Marina, 15, in high school also expresses the same: 

“For me it is so important that we in the family have a chance to have a job thanks to Monarchs." 

 

The same lively atmosphere was happening in the Sierra Chincua Sanctuary. Guides of all ages stop cars of tourists 

wandering around trying to guess where the main entrance of the Sierra Chincua Sanctuary was, offering themselves to 

guide families for a voluntary fee. Very young guides play their own role in a wonderful way explaining to tourists some 

of the most important signs found along the pathway into the colony, speaking about the life-cycle of Monarchs, and 

where we are exactly located in our country and in our bordering states, Michoacán and México States.  

 

Reminders of the terrible wind and sleet storm in March 2016 could be seen, while on the other hand, the canopy  was all 

green and blossoming providing nectar for the new colonies 

 

Entrance tickets at both Sanctuaries this year should cost 45 pesos (approximately $2.80 CND). With a ticket, tourists 

can take a 40 minute walk or pay 150 pesos for a guided horse (approximately $9.40) to reach the butterfly colonies.  

 

White Monarch Spotted in Mexico 

 

On November 26th, Ellen Sharp of Macheros, State of Mexico, reported the following: “Yesterday, Rangers Patricio 

Moreno Rojas and Juvencio Moreno Hernandez both spotted a white monarch butterfly with black markings in the 

second lower colony on the mountain Cerro Pelon--the kind of monarch we thought only lived in Hawaii (or in labs 

in Kansas). They are trying to get a photo of it today.” 

 

From time to time there are reports of white Monarchs. This color may be caused by a recessive gene. About 10 

years ago, an Ontario butterfly breeder had 3 white Monarchs emerge from eggs laid by a pale female. This past fall, 

two other white Monarchs emerged in a butterfly house near Kitchener, Ontario. Years ago, a butterfly breeder 

north-west of Toronto had many white Monarchs emerge in his breeding house but did not appreciate how unusual 

this situation was, and they were all allowed to live their lives out inside the butterfly house with little or no 

publicity given about the event.  

 

For further reading the subject of white Monarchs see: http://tinyurl.com/gsyank5 

 

Citizen Science Update – Testing Monarchs for O.E. 

 

This past summer, TEA member Don Davis collected abdominal cell samples from 26 male Monarchs which were 

captured and re-released near the hamlet of Lakeport (east of Cobourg). These samples were sent subsequently sent to 

the Project Monarch Health lab at the University of Georgia in Athens for testing for the protozoan parasite O.E. 

http://tinyurl.com/gsyank5
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(Ophryocystis elektroscirrha). None of the 26 samples provided were heavily infested; three samples were found with 1 

to 10 parasites; 2 samples were found with 11 to 100 parasites.   

   

For more information about Project Monarch Health visit http://monarchparasites.org/ 

 

Forthcoming Book – Monarchs and Milkweed: A Migrating Butterfly, a Poisonous Plant, 

and Their Remarkable Story of Coevolution Hard by Anurag Agrawal 

Anurag Agrawal is a professor in the Department of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology and the Department of 

Entomology at Cornell University.  From 2000 to 2004, Anurag was Assistant Professor of Botany at the University of 

Toronto.  He has conducted extensive research on the nature of relationships between milkweeds and other species, 

including the Monarch. In his new book he reviews major scientific discoveries, including his own pioneering research, 

and reveals a differing explanation for their plummeting numbers which rejects the milkweed limitation hypothesis that 

has been popularized in the media.  The book also traces how plant poisons have shaped Monarch-milkweed interactions 

and sophisticated evolutionary relationships as well as their cultural importance.  

 

The book is described as “lavishly illustrated” with more than eighty color photos and images.  In his book, Anurag will 

challenge conventional thinking with regard to what the priorities should be for effective Monarch conservation. TEA’s 

Don Davis had the opportunity to review an early draft of this book, and reports that the writing style will engage all 

readers, be they citizen scientists or researchers. 

 

View the table of contents and preview pages here: http://tinyurl.com/z8jl9n5 

 

 
 

  

http://monarchparasites.org/
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Saturday, October 22, 2016  

The Fossils of Aquatic Insects Tell Us Lots of Things 

W.D. McIlveen 

The speaker at the October 2016 monthly meeting was Roberto Quinlan from York University. The topic of his 

presentation was paleolimnological studies of lake sediments. Determining the age of deposition of sediments is 

often done by radio-dating using various radioisotopes (e.g. Pb210, Cs137). The presence of aquatic insect parts (i.e. 

chitin in the species-diagnostic head capsules) in specific positions in the sediments allows scientists to interpret the 

occurrence of certain historical environmental conditions that were present at the time the dated sediments were laid 

down. Roberto discussed the application of such methods in a variety of situations around North America. These are 

described briefly below. 

 

Lake 227 in the Experimental Lakes Area in Northwestern Ontario was first used to study the effects of adding 

fertilizer to a lake ecosystem starting in the 1970s. This caused the eutrophication of the lake. Scientists were able to 

follow the changes that occurred when the extra phosphorus and nitrogen were added. Large increases in the algae 

flora took place but the fish populations decreased when the algae biomass decayed. With a decline in fish numbers, 

the populations of the phantom midges in the Charabidae family increased. This could be detected in the lake 

sediments. 

 

A commercial Cisco fishery formerly operated in Lake Simcoe. The fishery collapse in the 1960s was attributed to 

the depletion of the deep-water oxygen content in the lake due to eutrophication. This led to the excessive growth of 

algae that settled to the bottom of the lake at the end of the growing season. Decay of the algal biomass caused the 

dissolved oxygen to be used up in that process so the fish could not survive. Using known tolerances or preferences 

for specific oxic and anoxic conditions by different aquatic insect species, it was possible to trace the changes in 

oxygen conditions in the lake over time. Studies of the fossil insect records in the sediments confirmed several 

changes over time. Clearance of forest around the lake mostly occurred in the period 1820 to 1900. This agricultural 

development led to eutrophication of the lake. Some recovery took place during the Great Depression when forests 

were allowed to regrow. But following the expansion of urban areas around the lake in the 1960s, the eutrophication 

problem returned due to the increased input of nutrients from fertilizers applied in gardens and landscaping but 

largely through nutrients released during waste-water treatment. The insect fossil records clearly show that greater 

control of nutrients, primarily phosphorus, is required if a healthy fishery is to be restored in Lake Simcoe. 

 

Onondaga Lake near Syracuse is known as the “most polluted lake” in America. This is due to the different industrial 

operations that were present in the vicinity of the lake. The industrial activity started with extensive salt production 

from local brine wells as early as 1794. Later, the production of soda ash caused the daily deposition of 6 million 

pounds of brine into the lake. This was made even worse by pollution with mercury that was deposited at a rate of 5 – 

10 pounds per day, with peak releases between 1946 and 1970. The microfossil record showed that the Chironomid 

population collapsed in the 1840s owing to the salt deposition and it never recovered. The fisheries collapsed in 1908 

prior to the start of mercury deposition. Although mercury deposition has stopped and the appearance of the lake now 

looks acceptable, the mercury concentration in the sediment remains at 1.3 ppm which is greater than the severe 

toxicity threshold for the insects. Because the mercury levels are too high, the Chironomids cannot survive and 

therefore the lake cannot support a fish population. 

 

Chaborus americanus is a critical insect (midge) species utilized by fish in the Adirondack Lakes. The fossil record 

in the lake sediments indicates that this species disappeared from the lakes due to acidic precipitation in the 1940s. 

Without this species, the fish populations disappeared as well. The Adirondack area is an extension of the Frontenac 
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Arch of the Canadian Shield. As such, the bedrock cannot buffer against the acidic deposition and is therefore sensitive 

to acid rain. 

 

The effects of global warming are particularly evident in Arctic locations. Recent climate change has produced 

unprecedented warming. Studies conducted at Resolute Bay are particularly revealing with respect to the effect of the 

warming. The fossil record of lakes in that area show the presence of several Chironomid fossil species within the top 4 

cm of sediment. They were absent from greater depths representing the deposits laid down in the 1940s and 1950s 

because the ambient temperatures at that time were too cold to support the survival of these insects. Warmer conditions 

in recent times have allowed the Chiromids to survive and become a part of the fossil insect fauna. 

 

Saturday November 19, 2016 

HOW IT TAKES HONEY TO MAKE A HONEY BEE  

May Berenbaum – 6th Annual Quimby F. Hess Lecture 

The 6th Annual Quimby F. Hess Lecture was held in the Eaton Auditorium at the Royal Ontario Museum on November 

19, 2016. Jane Hess welcomed the audience on behalf of the Hess family with a few anecdotes about how her father 

became interested in insects. 

 

The guest lecturer was May Berenbaum, presently Head of the Department of Entomology at the University of Illinois in 

Urbana-Champaign, Illinois. Prior to that, she attended and graduated from Yale University and Cornell University. She 

has received many distinguished awards for her excellent scientific research and teaching. She is also the author of 

several books covering topics in entomology for a general audience. Her research relates to the chemical relationships 

between host plants and insects and how these apply to evolution and natural communities. For her presentation to the 

TEA, she concentrated her remarks on the plant chemicals associated with honey produced by honey bees. She also 

mentioned that Spanish rock paintings show that honey collection by humans was occurring as early as about 7000BC.  

 

The presentation started with some basic information about honey bees. Typical hives have 30-50,000 workers that 

perform a variety of tasks but foraging for pollen and nectar are the prime responsibilities of those workers. An active 

bee can make about 30 trips per day and visit 50-100 flowers on each trip. During its life, that worker can visit 90,000 

flowers. The nectar, when converted to honey provides energy for fueling the bee’s activities, for maintaining a warm 

hive (at 63o C) during the winter, and for products such as wax. 

 

Honey is composed of the obvious carbohydrates (sugars) as glucose, fructose, and sucrose. Honey also contains many 

other chemicals that came from the source flowers. These include vitamins, alkaloids, flavonoids, carotenoids, and 

phenolics. Some of the latter are important as antioxidants. Certain of the compounds like p-coumaric acid and quercetin 

have antimicrobial properties that help extend the life of a bee. The p-coumaric acid helps to protect the bees against 

other chemicals that they might be exposed to. This could include pesticides used in the hive to control such things as 

Verroa mites.  

 

Pollen provides important chemicals beyond the basic protein needed for the growth of the young. Bees appear to be able 

to balance the choice of flower species visited so that they can obtain a proper balance of amino acids. The pollen 

chemicals also help increase resistance to pesticides. The chemical make-up of the bee’s diet of pollen and nectar is far 

more complex and important than was originally believed. Unfortunately, the protein content of pollen appears to have 

fallen over time based on studies of herbarium tissues. The small quantities of the various phytochemicals in both pollen 

and nectar affect the welfare of the bees and ultimately the fate of the bees will be reflected in the diets of humans and 

other organisms. We still have much to learn from and about bees! 
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Night Visitors to Rainy River: A First Look at District Moths 

By Michael S. Dawber and David H. Elder 

 

The Rainy River District of northwestern Ontario is at the junction of four major life zones: the Great Lakes Forest; the 

Boreal Forest; the Tallgrass Prairie; and, the Mixed Grass Prairie. This unique location results in an interesting and 

exciting diversity of flora and fauna that is still being investigated. 

 

West of Fort Frances, the landscape is a mosaic of croplands, meadows and pastures, aspen forests and peatlands. The 

topography is flat. East of Fort Frances, the boreal forest predominates on the rolling bedrock of the Precambrian Shield. 

Lakes are numerous and drainage is irregular. 

 

The Rainy District has been significantly changed by humanity. In the west, agricultural and forest extraction have 

effected major changes. To the east, logging and forest fires are the chief agents of change. The entire district is 

crisscrossed with power lines, highways, secondary roads, a railway, and several towns, all of which have affected the 

distribution of plants and animals. 

Our paper draws on two primary sources: 

 

1. During the 1980s, Dave Elder collected moths in the Atikokan area of the eastern Rainy River District. All 

night-flying sphinx moths were collected at lights at night, primarily at the Atikokan Airport and the Atikokan 

High School. Day-flying sphinxes were collected in the immediate Atikokan area in suitable habitat. 

Underwings were collected at night at baits. Silk moths were collected at night under street lights. Other moths 

were collected as encountered during the above activities. 

2. Since 2009, Michael Dawber has been photographing moths mainly in the western, agricultural portion of the 

Rainy River District. The bulk of the observations were made on his property in La Vallee Township. 

 

In the table that follows, we have combined our two data sources to create a preliminary list of 228 moth species and 

eight taxa for the District. For each species or taxa shown, the source is identified as the specimen collection (S), the 

photographic collection (P), or both (PS). The list is organized by the numbering system of the Moth Photographers 

Group (MPG #) at the Mississippi Entomological Museum, Mississippi State University. Common names, scientific 

names and the traditional Hodges numbering system are also given for each species. Scientific names and Hodges 

numbers are per the MPG website. Common names have been supplied from multiple sources. Due to the age of the 

specimen data (which has not been published previously), scientific names have been updated in some cases to reflect the 

current preferred taxonomy as shown at MPG. The authors would like to acknowledge the generous volunteers of the 

iNaturalist.ca community who assisted with the identification of some of the species in this paper. 

 

No effort has been made to ascribe status to individual species (common, rare, etc.) due to insufficient data. 

 

See back cover for a selection of specimen. 
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Table 1. A Preliminary List of Moths for the Rainy River District of Ontario. 

MPG # Common Name Scientific Name Hodges # 
Record 

Type 

 Caenurgina species Caenurgina species 
 

PS 

 Donacaula species Donacaula species 
 

P 

 Enargia species Enargia species 
 

P 

 Eufidonia species Eufidonia species 
 

P 

 Idia species Idia species 
 

P 

 Lacinipolia species Lacinipolia species 
 

P 

 Stamnodes species Stamnodes species 
 

P 

 Xanthotype species Xanthotype species 
 

PS 

02--5000 Clemens' Agonopterix Agonopterix clemensella 862 P 

02--5125 Featherduster Agonopterix Agonopterix pulvipennella 867 P 

02--6600 Parsnip Webworm Depressaria pastinacella 922 P 

07--1800 Six-plume Moth Alucita montana 2313 P 

08--4000 Little Carpenterworm Prionoxystus macmurtrei 2694 S 

08--6750 Bunchberry Leaffolder Olethreutes connectus 2787 P 

08--8900 Spirea Leaftier Evora hemidesma 2866 P 

09--0175 Shaded Phaneta Phaneta umbrastriana 2913 P 

09--5575 Similar Eucosma Eucosma similiana 3116 P 

09--8950 Willow-and-Poplar Leafroller Gypsonoma fasciolana 3223 P 

10--8000 Strawberry Acleris Acleris fragariana 3532 P 

11--0725 Four-lined Leafroller Argyrotaenia quadrifasciana 3621 P 

11--1225 Oblique-banded Leafroller Choristoneura rosaceana 3635 P 

11--1975 Ugly-nest Caterpillar Moth Archips cerasivorana 3661 P 

11--2700 White-triangle Clepsis Clepsis persicana 3682 P 

11--2750 Clemens' Clepsis Clepsis clemensiana 3684 P 

11--2850 
 

Clepsis flavidana 3687 P 

11--4000 Oak Cenopis Cenopis diluticostana 3716 P 

11--4100 Reticulated Fruitworm Moth Cenopis reticulatana 3720 P 

11--5925 Dark-spotted Aethes Aethes mymara 3758 P 

11--6125 Six-toothed Aethes Aethes sexdentata 3760 P 

11--6700 Banded Sunflower Moth Cochylis hospes 3777 P 

14--2475 Double-striped Scoparia Scoparia biplagialis 4716 P 

14--8725 White-spotted Sable Anania funebris 4958 P 

15--2050 Celery Leaftier Udea rubigalis 5079 P 

15--4225 Lucerne Moth Nomophila nearctica 5156 P 

15--4750 Yellow-spotted Webworm Anageshna primordialis 5176 P 

15--6075 Splendid Palpita Palpita magniferalis 5226 P 
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MPG # Common Name Scientific Name Hodges # 
Record 

Type 

15--6750 Bog Lygropia Lygropia rivulalis 5250 P 

15--7350 Southern Beet Webworm Herpetogramma bipunctalis 5272 P 

15--7400 Bold-feathered Grass-moth Herpetogramma pertextalis 5275 P 

15--9775 Small White Grass-veneer Crambus albellus 5361 P 

15--9800 Double-banded Grass-veneer Crambus agitatellus 5362 P 

16--0700 Topiary Grass-Veneer Chrysoteuchia topiarius 5391 P 

16--1475 Gold-stripe Grass-Veneer Microcrambus biguttellus 5419 P 

16--1500 Elegant Grass-veneer Microcrambus elegans 5420 P 

16--4075 Meal Moth Pyralis farinalis 5510 P 

16--6575 Maple Webworm Pococera asperatella 5606 P 

18--4600 Black-marked Plume Moth Hellinsia inquinatus 6186 P 

18--5875 Lettered Habrosyne Habrosyne scripta 6235 S 

18--6225 Arched Hooktip Drepana arcuata 6251 P 

18--6400 Fall Cankerworm Alsophila pometaria 6258 P 

18--7475 Barred Granite Speranza subcessaria 6303 P 

18--8525 White Pine Angle Macaria pinistrobata 6347 P 

19--0850 Cranberry Spanworm Moth Ematurga amitaria 6436 P 

19--4375 Four-barred Gray Aethalura intertexta 6570 P 

19--4700 Large Purplish Gray Iridopsis vellivolata 6582 P 

19--4875 Bent-line Gray Iridopsis larvaria 6588 P 

19--5675 Canadian Melanolophia Melanolophia canadaria 6620 P 

19--6825 Linden Looper Erannis tiliaria 6665 P 

19--6875 Bluish Spring Moth Lomographa semiclarata 6666 P 

19--6900 White Spring Moth Lomographa vestaliata 6667 P 

19--7200 Yellow-dusted Cream Cabera erythemaria 6677 P 

19--9225 Morrison’s Pero Pero morrisonaria 6755 S 

19--9500 Oak Beauty Phaeoura quernaria 6763 S 

20--0350 Maple Spanworm Ennomos magnaria 6797 PS 

20--1475 Purple Plagodis Plagodis kuetzingi 6841 S 

20--2775 Hemlock Looper Lambdina fiscellaria 6888 S 

20--3025 Chain-dotted Geometer Cingilia catenaria 6898 P 

20--3225 False Hemlock Looper Nepytia candosaria 6906 S 

20--3300  Nepytia pellucidaria 6909 S 

20--4225 Confused Eusarca Eusarca confusaria 6941 PS 

20--4950 Yellow Slant-line Tetracis crocallata 6963 S 

20--4975 White Slant-Line Tetracis cachexiata 6964 P 

20--5025 Curve-toothed Geometer Eutrapela clemataria 6966 PS 

20--5475 Large Maple Spanworm Prochoerodes lineola 6982 PS 
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MPG # Common Name Scientific Name Hodges # 
Record 

Type 

20--7750 Blackberry Looper Chlorochlamys chloroleucaria 7071 P 

21--0000 Large Lace Border Scopula limboundata 7159 P 

21--0200 Frigid Wave Scopula frigidaria 7166 P 

21--3450 Cherry Scallop Shell Rheumaptera prunivorata 7292 P 

21--6050 Dark-barred Twin-spot Carpet Xanthorhoe ferrugata 7388 P 

21--6800 Bent-line Carpet Costaconvexa centrostrigaria 7416 P 

21--7150 White-striped Black Trichodezia albovittata 7430 P 

21--7325 Bruce Spanworm Operophtera bruceata 7437 P 

21--8625 White-spotted Pug Eupithecia tripunctaria 7488 P 

22--3725 American Lappet Moth Phyllodesma americana 7687 PS 

22--4000 Forest Tent Caterpillar Moth Malacosoma disstria 7698 PS 

22--4500 Rosy Maple Moth Dryocampa rubicunda 7715 S 

22--5900 Polyphemus Moth Antheraea polyphemus 7757 S 

22--5950 Luna Moth Actias luna 7758 PS 

22--6200 Cecropia Moth Hyalophora cecropia 7767 S 

22--6225 Columbia Silkmoth Hyalophora columbia 7768 S 

22--6675 Elm Sphinx Ceratomia amyntor 7786 S 

22--6700 Waved Sphinx Ceratomia undulosa 7787 S 

22--7200 Canadian Sphinx Sphinx canadensis 7807 S 

22--7250 Laurel Sphinx Sphinx kalmiae 7809 S 

22--7275 Apple Sphinx Sphinx gordius 7810 S 

22--7325 Clemens' Sphinx Sphinx luscitiosa 7811 PS 

22--7350 Wild Cherry Sphinx Sphinx drupiferarum 7812 S 

22--7450 Northern Pine Sphinx Lapara bombycoides 7817 S 

22--7500 Walnut Sphinx Amorpha juglandis 7827 S 

22--7650 
Blind-eyed Sphinx 

[aka Blinded Sphinx] 
Paonias excaecatus 7824 S 

22--7675 Small-eyed Sphinx Paonias myops 7825 S 

22--8400 Hummingbird Clearwing Hemaris thysbe 7853 PS 

22--8425 Slender Clearwing Hemaris gracilis 7854 S 

22--8925 Nessus Sphinx Amphion floridensis 7873 S 

22--9025 Yellow-banded Day Sphinx Proserpinus flavofasciata 7877 S 

22--9200 
Virginia Creeper Sphinx 

[aka Hog Sphinx] 
Darapsa myron 7885 S 

22--9225 Azalea Sphinx Darapsa choerilus 7886 S 

22--9425 Gallium Sphinx Hyles gallii 7893 S 

22--9450 White-lined Sphinx Hyles lineata 7894 PS 

42--0453 Peach Twig Borer Anarsia lineatella 2257 P 
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MPG # Common Name Scientific Name Hodges # 
Record 

Type 

62--0010 Snowy-shouldered Acleris Acleris nivisellana 3510 P 

80--1424 Mint Root Borer Fumibotys fumalis 4950 P 

80--1538 Orange-spotted Pyrausta Pyrausta orphisalis 5058 P 

85--0020 Two-lined Hooktip Drepana bilineata 6252 PS 

85--0023 Rose Hooktip Oreta rosea 6255 P 

89--0121 Northern Apple Sphinx Sphinx poecila 7810 P 

89--0140 Twin-spotted Sphinx Smerinthus jamaicensis 7821 PS 

89--0141 One-eyed Sphinx Smerinthus cerisyi 7822 PS 

89--0148 Modest Sphinx [aka Big Poplar Sphinx] Pachysphinx modesta 7828 PS 

89--0179 Snowberry Clearwing Hemaris diffinis 7855 PS 

91--0024 Orange-barred Carpet Dysstroma hersiliata 7189 P 

91--0173 Many-lined Carpet Anticlea multiferata 7330 P 

91--0244 Sharp-angled Carpet Euphyia intermediata 7399 P 

91--0444 Tawny Pug Eupithecia ravocostaliata 7605 P 

91--0481 Powdered Bigwing Lobophora nivigerata 7640 P 

91--1062 Peppered Moth Biston betularia 6640 P 

91--1226 Pale Beauty Campaea perlata 6796 PS 

91--1259 Refracted Metarranthis Metarranthis refractaria 6827 P 

91--1274 Straight-lined Plagodis Plagodis phlogosaria 6843 P 

91--1413 Snowy Geometer Eugonobapta nivosaria 6965 P 

93--0003 Sigmoid Prominent Clostera albosigma 7895 PS 

93--0012 Black-rimmed Prominent Pheosia rimosa 7922 PS 

93--0013 Elegant Prominent Odontosia elegans 7924 S 

93--0015 Finned-willow Prominent Notodonta scitipennis 7926 S 

93--0017 Northern Finned Prominent Notodonta torva 7928 PS 

93--0019 Common Gluphisia Gluphisia septentrionis 7931 P 

93--0027 Western Furcula Furcula occidentalis 7939 PS 

93--0039 Spotted Datana Datana perspicua 7908 S 

93--0046 White-dotted Prominent Nadata gibbosa 7915 S 

93--0050 Chocolate Prominent Peridea ferruginea 7921 S 

93--0098 Morning-glory Prominent Schizura ipomoeae 8005 P 

93--0168 White-marked Tussock Moth Orgyia leucostigma 8316 P 

93--0205 Painted Lichen Moth Hypoprepia fucosa 8090 P 

93--0244 Virgin Tiger Moth Grammia virgo 8197 PS 

93--0246 Parthenice Tiger Moth Grammia parthenice 8196 S 

93--0247 Little Virgin Tiger Moth Grammia virguncula 8175 P 

93--0255 Figured Tiger Moth Grammia figurate 8188 S 

93--0264 William’s Tiger Moth Grammia williamsii 8186 S 
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MPG # Common Name Scientific Name Hodges # 
Record 

Type 

93--0288 St. Lawrence Tiger Moth Platarctia parthenos 8162 PS 

93--0309 Agreeable Tiger Moth Spilosoma congrua 8134 P 

93--0316 Virginian Tiger Moth Spilosoma virginica 8137 S 

93--0319 Fall Webworm Hyphantria cunea 8140 S 

93--0332 Ruby Tiger Moth Phragmatobia fuliginosa 8156 S 

93--0335 Isabella Tiger Moth Pyrrharctia isabella 8129 PS 

93--0345 Leconte's Haploa Haploa lecontei 8111 P 

93--0346 Confused Haploa Haploa confusa 8112 S 

93--0360 Banded Tussock Moth Halysidota tessellaris 8203 P 

93--0373 Spotted Tussock Moth Lophocampa maculata 8214 PS 

93--0435 Virginia Ctenucha Ctenucha virginica 8262 P 

93--0469 American Idia Idia americalis 8322 P 

93--0498 Early Fan-foot Zanclognatha cruralis 8351 P 

93--0502 Morbid Owlet Chytolita morbidalis 8355 P 

93--0508 Slant-lined Owlet Macrochilo absorptalis 8357 P 

93--0514 Black-banded Owlet Phalaenostola larentioides 8364 P 

93--0551 Dark-spotted Palthis Palthis angulalis 8397 P 

93--0601 Herald Scoliopteryx libatrix 8555 P 

93--0766 Sweetfern Underwing Catocala antinympha 8775 S 

93--0767 Bay Underwing [aka Old Maid] Catocala badia 8777 S 

93--0794 Yellow-banded Underwing Catocala cerogama 8802 S 

93--0795 White Underwing Catocala relicta 8803 PS 

93--0797 Once-married Underwing Catocala unijuga 8805 PS 

93--0798 Mother Underwing Catocala parta 8806 S 

93--0804 Briseis Underwing Catocala briseis 8817 S 

93--0806 Semirelict Underwing Catocala semirelicta 8821 S 

93--0814 Pink Underwing Catocala concumbens 8833 PS 

93--0832 Sordid Underwing Catocala sordida 8846 S 

93--0841 Ultronia Underwing Catocala ultronia 8857 S 

93--0844 Wonderful Underwing Catocala mira 8863 S 

93--0924 Forage Looper Caenurgina erechtea 8739 P 

93--0929 Toothed Sombrewing Euclidia cuspidea 8731 PS 

93--1032 Colorful Zale Zale minerea 8697 S 

93--1039 Brown-spotted Zale Zale helata 8704 S 

93--1130 Blurry-patched Nola Nola cilicoides 8990 P 

93--1170 Soybean Looper Chrysodeixis includens 8890 P 

93--1176 Gray Looper Rachiplusia ou 8895 P 

93--1191 Common Looper Autographa precationis 8908 P 
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MPG # Common Name Scientific Name Hodges # 
Record 

Type 

93--1194 Wavy Chestnut Y Moth Autographa mappa 8912 S 

93--1208 Silver Whip Autographa flagellum 8916 S 

93--1212 Large Looper Autographa ampla 8926 PS 

93--1224 Abstruse Looper Syngrapha abstrusa 8940 P 

93--1236 Putnam's Looper Plusia putnami 8950 PS 

93--1291 Pale Glyph Protodeltote albidula 9048 P 

93--1295 Black-dotted Maliattha Maliattha synochitis 9049 P 

93--1297 Curved Halter Moth Capis curvata 9059 P 

93--1412 Brother Raphia frater 9193 P 

93--1424 Fingered Dagger Acronicta dactylina 9203 PS 

93--1427 Miller Dagger Acronicta vulpina 9206 S 

93--1428 Unmarked Dagger Acronicta innotata 9207 S 

93--1458 Fragile Dagger Acronicta fragilis 9241 P 

93--1485 Smeared Dagger Acronicta oblinita 9272 S 

93--1514 Intermediate Hooded Owlet Cucullia intermedia 10194 S 

93--1544 Copper Underwing Amphipyra pyramidoides 9638 P 

93--1981 Langton’s Forester Alypia langtoni 9318 S 

93--2041 Purple-lined Sallow Pyrrhia exprimens 11064 S 

93--2045 Corn Earworm Helicoverpa zea 11068 S 

93--2082 Primrose Moth Schinia florida 11164 P 

93--2205 Pink-barred Pseudeustrotia Pseudeustrotia carneola 9053 P 

93--2291 Olive Angle Shades Phlogophora iris 9546 S 

93--2311  Apamea impulsa 9360 S 

93--2374  Eremobina leucoscelis 9398 S 

93--2517 Cattail Borer Bellura obliqua 9525 S 

93--2520 Dot-and-Dash Swordgrass Moth Xylena curvimacula 9874 PS 

93--2524 Ashen Brindle Lithomoia germana 9878 P 

93--2537 Dashed Gray Pinion Lithophane disposita 9892 S 

93--2544 Amanda’s Pinion Lithophane amanda 9891 S 

93--2548 Hoary Pinion Lithophane fagina 9917 S 

93--2580 Triple-spotted Pinion Lithophane laticinerea 9914 P 

93--2616 Bicolored Sallow Sunira bicolorago 9957 S 

93--2622 Pink-banded Sallow Xanthia tatago 9965 S 

93--2664 Common Hyppa Hyppa xylinoides 9578 PS 

93--2709 Grote’s Satyr Ufeus satyricus 11051 S 

93--2869  Polia rogenhoferi 10277 S 

93--2892  Papestra quadrata 10310 S 

93--2928 Wheat Head Armyworm Moth Dargida diffusa 10431 S 
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Mapping Insect Migration Patterns with Radio Telemetry 

David Kaposi 

Have you ever wondered about the migratory routes of dragonflies?  There is very little detailed information on the 

routes used, and the speed of dragonfly migration.  But new miniature radio transmitters may help researchers learn more 

about how and where dragonflies go when they leave their summer breeding areas.  The electronic tagging system was 

first used on birds and bats at Long Point in 2011 by Bird Studies Canada (BSC) in collaboration with researchers and 

organizations around the world. The smallest transmitters weigh only 0.2g, have a lifespan of 2-3 weeks and are capable 

of being used on larger dragonflies and butterflies.  The network is called the Motus Wildlife Tracking System - Motus is 

Latin for movement. 

MPG # Common Name Scientific Name Hodges # 
Record 

Type 

93--2945 Many-lined Wainscot Leucania multilinea 10446 S 

93--2947 Heterodox Wainscot Leucania insueta 10447 P 

93--3044 Bristly Cutworm Lacinipolia renigera 10397 P 

93--3113 Ruddy Quaker Protorthodes oviduca 10563 S 

93--3211 Variegated Cutworm Peridroma saucia 10915 S 

93--3320 Divergent Dart Euxoa divergens 10702 S 

93--3503 Master's Dart Feltia herilis 10676 P 

93--3521 Voluble Dart Agrotis volubilis 10659 S 

93--3528 Dark Sword-grass [aka Ipsilon Dart] Agrotis ipsilon 10663 P 

93--3553 Catocaline Dart Cryptocala acadiensis 11012 S 

93--3563 Double Dart [aka Soothsayer Dart] Graphiphora augur 10928 S 

93--3569 Two-spot Dart Eueretagrotis perattentus 11008 S 

93--3627 Collared Dart Agnorisma bugrai 10954 P 
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Traditional tracking systems such as satellite, geo-locators, or bird banding require mark-recapture, are heavier tags, may 

be more expensive, and do not work for small organisms such as insects.   Motus enables researchers to track the 

movements of a tagged individual over vast distances. Each transmitter is set to emit a unique pulse every few seconds, 

which is detected when a tagged individual flies within approximately 15-20km of a receiver (and up to 40km).  The 

receivers are designed to be inexpensive 'off the shelf' towers that almost anyone can erect. There are currently over 300 

receivers in the Americas. Data can be used to determine flight paths, times of day when individual was active, distance 

traveled and time, use of the landscape and use of different sites, etc.  A current map of receiver locations is available on 

the Motus website if you want to see the coverage area (www.motus.org).   

 

The fixed receiver network is a significant development, as it covers a much broader area than earlier tracking efforts.  

Multiple organizations install and maintain receiver stations to support a variety of projects in multiple countries. But the 

efficiency of the system is that any Motus transmitter will be recorded and logged by any Motus receiver.  So rather than 

a researcher relying on one or two receivers to track something locally (or using a plane to follow the insects1), 

researchers can take advantage of an existing network of receivers that spans thousands of kilometres.   

 

There are currently two projects focused on tracking dragonflies, one run by the University of Guelph, ON, and the 

second by Acadia University, NS.  The Ontario project is attempting to track Common Green Darner (Anax junius) 

migration from the Bruce Peninsula.  There is also a Monarch research project that is studying Monarch breeding 

behavior.  The studies are in progress and no results are available at this time. 

 

The Motus radio telemetry data has the potential to add greater detail to the general dragonfly migratory information 

collected by the Migratory Dragonfly Partnership (MDP).  The MDP analyzed continent-wide migration patterns for 

Common Green Darners and provided spatial and timing details, but there was no attempt to track migration routes of 

individual dragonflies (the full report is available at www.migratorydragonflypartnership.org). 

 

Tagging butterflies to more closely track their migratory routes is also possible, but the size of the current transmitters 

limits their use to the larger species.  According to Stu McKenzie of BSC, butterflies in the genus Vanessa (e.g. Painted 

Ladies and Red Admirals) are likely too small to be able to carry the transmitters.  McKenzie believes that Monarchs are 

likely the smallest butterfly that could fly with the current transmitters.   

 

Given the locations of receivers, it may be difficult to track Monarchs all the way to Mexico at this time.  However, 

coverage is expected to continue to expand. The dense network of receivers in southern Ontario, combined with locations 

across Lake Erie and Lake Ontario does provide the opportunity to study regional insect migration patterns in detail.  

 

Goatweed Leafwing – A First Canadian Record 

Jeremy M. Bensette 

 

October 29, 2016, marked a very significant milestone in my naturalist career.   When I went out that morning, I had no 

idea that I would find the first record of the butterfly species Goatweed Leafwing (Anaeas andria) for Canada!  

 

I was walking alone around lunch time in the Red Cedar savannah habitat of Sparrow Field near The Tip of Point Pelee 

National Park, only about 15 minutes after my friends and I parted ways for the afternoon. While studying the various 

insects that were nectaring on some of the remaining goldenrod (Solidago) and knapweed (Centaurea) flowers, I  noticed 

an interestingly shaped orange and brown butterfly flying erratically. It eventually landed, revealing itself as unlike any 

butterfly I had seen before. This was a great rush, as I know my local butterflies quite well and therefore knew this had to 

                                                           
1 This was the method used in a 2005 study by researchers in New Jersey: see “Simple rules guide dragonfly migration” for more 

details https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1686212/ 

 

http://www.motus.org/
http://www.migratorydragonflypartnership.org/
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1686212/
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be something pretty rare. I managed to fire off a quick photo of its open wings just before it flushed, landed, and flushed 

again. It landed on some vines in a dead tree a few metres off the ground, and had I not seen it land it would probably 

have never been re-found! It sat between grape leaves for about an hour with closed wings no matter how close we stood 

under the tree, which I hear is rather unusual for this species. Some photos I took follow this article. 

 

After making a few phone calls, a number of my nearby friends arrived in a hurry to see the mystery butterfly. 

Luckily Steve Pike was able to help me identify it with his mountain of experience with wildlife south of here. It 

eventually opened its wings to gather some energy from the sun then made another short flight, landing between some 

vegetation and dead leaves at the edge of the beach. At this point it was pretty apparent that this individual was rather 

exhausted as it barely held itself upright in the subtle breeze. We all left in the early afternoon, taking careful note of its 

location, but were unable to re-find it later in the afternoon. That was the last confirmed sighting of this wayward visitor. 

Although this is an unprecedented find in Canada, this southwestern stray was certainly bound to be found here 

eventually. The BAMONA (Butterflies and Moths of North America) database lists 16 records of this species within 

500km of Point Pelee, the closest by far being a record from Washtenaw County, Michigan, only ~150km away. It also 

lists at least 19 records further north than Point Pelee, all being west of here but outside Canada. This species is known to 

feed on Goatweed (Capraria biflora), Texas Croton (Croton texensis), and Prairie Tea (Croton monanthogynus) – the 

latter two found in localized patches in nearby states. The night and morning before my find delivered pretty strong 

southwest winds of 17-37km/h, likely leading this butterfly across Lake Erie and into Point Pelee. 

 

As if the Goatweed Leafwing was not enough, as Jeremy Hatt arrived I spotted a Cloudless Sulphur (Phoebis sennae), 

also somewhat rare to Canada! Needless to say it was quite the afternoon at Point Pelee. 

 

I was of course feeling the spirit of one of my best friends, the late Alan Wormington, that day as he was incredibly 

talented and renowned for finding rare butterflies and moths in this area. We'll be reminded of Alan time and time again 

through our sightings. Alan taught me to always persist, to be honest, to be hard on myself, and to be proud of what I 

know and do. I, along with so many friends, am so proud to do my best to carry on his legacy. 
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Bug Day London 2016 

Antonia Guidotti 

 

London Bug Day was held again at the wonderful London Children’s Museum on September 13th. Our 2016 event 

attracted 700 visitors; 200 more than in 2015, and 400 more than in 2014! The event was made possible by the hard work 

and enthusiasm of 31 terrific volunteers, including graduate students and faculty from the University of Western Ontario 

(UWO). The event was funded by the Entomological Society of Ontario as well as the UWO Faculty of Science and 

UWO Zoological Collections.  Bug Day attendees were greeted by beautiful pinned insect displays from the UWO 

Zoological Collections (run by Nina Zitani). As always we gave event goers the chance to sample some seasoned roasted 

mealworms and chocolate-covered ants (which sold like hotcakes at the museum afterwards!). Craft and face painting 

stations were busy non-stop.  

 

Our live critters on display included a honey bee observation hive (care of Bob Crowhurst of the Ontario Beekeeper’s 

Associated), a bumble bee colony (care of graduate student Jordan Phelps), walking sticks and Madagascar hissing 

cockroaches (from UWO), a plethora of tarantulas and scorpions (care of graduate students Kyle Doward and Susan 

Anthony), hornworms, jungle nymphs, and an array of butterflies (from the Cambridge Butterfly Conservatory),  and 

locally-collected katydids, praying mantids, banded garden spiders, and grasshoppers.  This year we added an insect-

themed raffle, which included bug-shaped pasta and gummies, stickers, a pair of costume insect wings, and donated/in-

kind items including the new butterfly guide from Jay Cossey, an insect net from the UWO Zoological Collections (Nina 

Zitani), a t-shirt from Apidae Apparel, and resin-embedded insects and beetle elytra earrings from Lauren Des Marteaux. 

 

Nature Conservancy Canada, Nature London, and the Middlesex London Health Unit joined Bug Day to educate the 

public about local insects, and Jay Cossey showcased his new butterfly identification guide. Staff from the Butterfly 

Cambridge Conservatory and the London Children’s Museum were a big help!  

To all participants and attendees - thank you for making London Bug Day a successful and growing event! See you in 

2017! 

 



  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Top left: Jackie Lebenzon with a hornworm; Top right: Susan Anthon with her tarantula Litza 
Bottom: Brent Sinclair with a jungle nymph.  Photos: Antonia Guidotti 

 



  

 

See: Night Visitors to Rainy River: A First Look at District Moths, pg. 34 

Top Left: Langton's Forester (Alypia langtoni), MPG #93-1981. Specimen collected by David H. Elder, May 23, 1988, in 
Atikokan, Rainy River District. Photo by Michael Dawber. 
 
Top Right: Lettered Habrosyne (Habrosyne scripta), MPG #18-5875. Specimen collected by David H. Elder, June 14, 
1987, in Atikokan, Rainy River District. Photo by Michael Dawber. 
 
Bottom Left: Virgin Tiger Moth (Grammia virgo), MPG #93-0244. Specimen collected by David H. Elder, June 19, 1988, 
in Atikokan, Rainy River District. Photo by Michael Dawber. 
 
Bottom Right: Ruby Tiger Moth (Phragmatobia fuliginosa), MPG #93-0332. Specimen collected by David H. Elder, May 
17, 1988, in Atikokan, Rainy River District. Photo by Michael Dawber. 
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BIOBLITZES 
The Friends of Murphys Point Provincial Park (MPPP) has received funding to hold a bioblitz on June 10-11, 2017. The 

Park is looking for taxon experts/skilled naturalists and is offering free camping to participants, along with food and 

water. Detailed plans will be developed over the next few weeks. If you are interested in volunteering to help as a taxon 

expert, lead an event or volunteer in some other way, please contact Tobi Kiesewalter, Senior Natural Heritage 

Education Leader, tobi.kiesewalter@ontario.ca. 

For those of you unfamiliar with the Park, Murphys Point Provincial Park is located on Big Rideau Lake, approximately 

20 minutes south of Perth. This "Natural Environment" park lies on the Frontenac Axis, an extension of the Canadian 

Shield. It is 1,244 hectares in size and includes a wide variety of habitats, including woodlands, meadows, several types 

of wetlands (including bogs), abandoned pits/mines and agricultural lands, small lakes and streams. The terrain is 

generally quite rugged with some sections accessible only by bushwacking or canoe. The developed part includes 200 

campsites including a few electrical sites, three beaches, several hiking trails including the Rideau Trail, a Park Store and 

an Interpretative Centre. 

SCHEDULED BUTTERFLY COUNTS 
Format of this list is: Date (Rain date, if any), Location, Contact, Telephone, Email 

 Wed. June 13, Sault College woodlot, Sault Ste. Marie, Mark Olivier, butterfliesalgoma@yahoo.com (Further 

butterfly walks at other locations are planned for May 2, 16, 30; June 13, 27; July 11, 25; Aug. 8, 22; Sept. 9.) 

 Mon. June 19, Sandbanks Prov. Park, Yvette Bree, (613) 393-2565, yvette.bree@ontario.ca 

 Sat. June 24 (25). Muskoka Bala, Al Sinclair, (705) 645-2848, sinclair@muskoka.com (meet at 9:30 a.m. at 

Ragged Rapids Hydro Generating Station parking lot: latitude 45.018764, longitude -79.689492) 

 Sat. June 24 (25), Pinery Provincial Park & N.Lambton (meet at Visitor Centre at 8:30; register ahead so to gain 

entry to Provincial Park. ), Brenda Kulon, (519) 869-2833, kulon@cogeco.ca 

 Sat. June 24, Rice Lake Butterfly Count (south of Peterborough), Val Deziel, (705) 868-5374 

(daytime), val.deziel@natureconservancy.ca 

 Fri. June 30 (July 2), Lake Dore (near Eganville), Jean Brereton, (613) 625-2263, jbrereton@hughes.net 

 Sat. July 1, TEA Toronto East, Carolyn King, 905-720-2784, cking8000@gmail.com 

 Sat. July 1, Windsor, Paul Pratt, (519) 966-5852, ojibway@citywindsor.ca 

 Sat. July 1, Long Point, Adam Timpf, cell (519) 429-4147, adam.timpf@gmail.com 

 Sat. July 1 (to be confirmed), Awenda Provincial Park (near Penetanguishene), Tim Tully, (705) 549-2231 X 

225, awenda@csolve.net 

 Wed. July 5, Hwy 60 Algonquin Park (lat-long 45.5667° & -78.4°), Rick Stronks, (613) 637-

2828, rick.stronks@ontario.ca 

 Sun. July 2, Hamilton (9 am meet at the church at SW corner of Concession 8 and Kirkwall Road), Bill Lamond, 

(519) 756-9546, bill-lamond@hotmail.com 

 Sun. July 2, Oshawa, James Kamstra, (905) 985-4497, james.kamstra@aecom.com 

 Sun. July 2, Skunk's Misery (southwest of London, meet at 8:30 at Newbury Hospital parking lot), Ann White, 

(519) 457-6586, doug.ann.white@rogers.com 

 Wed. July 5 (to be confirmed; contact ahead), Presqu'ile Prov., Park, David Bree, (613) 475-4324 

x225, david.bree@ontario.ca 

 Sat. July 8, Otter Valley (Port Burwell, on Lake Erie), Joe Stephenson, (519) 874-

4028, joestephenson11@mac.com 

 Sat. July 8 (9), Manion Corners (near Ottawa), Jeff Skevington, (613) 720-2862, jhskevington@gmail.com 

 Sat. July 8, Haliburton Highlands, Ed Poropat, (705) 457-3018, ed.barb@sympatico.ca 

 Sat. July 8, Toronto Centre, John Carley, (416) 766-1330, carley.la@sympatico.ca 

2017 Insect Counts & Field Trips 
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 Sat. July 8 (9), MacGregor Point Prov. Park (near Port Elgin). Kathleen Chayer, 519-389-

6232. fompp@btms.com 

 Sun. July 9, Sunderland (north of Oshawa), James Kamstra, (905) 985-4497, james.kamstra@aecom.com 

 Sun. July 9, Rondeau Prov. Park, Pilar Manorome, (519) 674-1774, Pilar.Manorome@ontario.ca 

 Sat. July 15. Clear Creek (near Long Point). Ann White. 519-457-6586. 

 Sat. July 15 (16), Cambridge (rare Charitable Research Reserve, starting 10 a.m. at rare ECO Centre, 768 Blair 

Road, to be led by Jenna Quinn jenna.quinn@raresites.org. Register online or call the office at 519-650-9336 

ext. 111. 

 Sat. July 15 (16), Petroglyphs Prov. Park (near Peterborough), Jerry Ball, 574 Douglas Ave. Peterborough, ON 

K9J 4L1, (705) 745-3272 

 Fri. July 21 (23), Hog Island (near Pembroke), Jean Brereton, (613) 625-2263, jbrereton@hughes.net 

 Sat. July 22, Kitchener (Huron Natural Area), 1 pm-4 pm, Josh Shea, (519) 741-3400 ext. 

4177, joshua.shea@kitchener.ca, but register with knap@kitchener.ca 

 Sat. July 22 (23), Royal Botanical Garden (Burlington) Butterfly Count. Meet at RBG main centre, 680 Plains 

Rd W, Burlington. Felicia Radassao (905) 527-1158 x257 (or 1-800-694-4769, same ext.), fradassao@rbg.ca 

 Sat. July 22 (23), Fenelon Falls (north of Lindsay), Dan Bone, 705 887-4691, dan.bone13@gmail.com 

 Wed. July 26 & Thurs. July 27 (tentative), Science North (near Sudbury), Jacquie Bertrand, (705) 522-3701 ext. 

280, bertrand@sciencenorth.ca 

 Fri. July 28, Carden (east of Orillia) Alvar Butterfly Count, Brittany Hope, (705) 209-

0705, brittany.hope@natureconservancy.ca (please register in advance, either by contacting Brittany or online). 

Or contact Bob Bowles, (705) 325-3149, rbowles@rogers.com 

 Wed. Aug. 2 (tentative), Pelee Island Butterfly Count, Bob Bowles, (705) 325-3149, rbowles@rogers.com 

 
SCHEDULED DRAGONFLY COUNTS 

 
 June - August (multiple dates), Murphys Point Provincial Park (north of Kingston, near Perth), Bev Edwards, 

(613) 284-1637, bave@sympatico.ca. 

 Sat. July 1, Haliburton Highlands, Ed Poropat, (705) 457-3018, ed.barb@sympatico.ca 

 Sat. July 1, Hamilton Odonata Count, 9 am meet at the church at SW corner of Concession 8 and Kirkwall Road, 

Brenda Van Ryswyk, (905) 336-1158 ext. 2282 (normal office hours), brendavanryswyk@gmail.com 

 Thurs. July 6, Algonquin Odonate, Peter Mills, (613) 637-2828, peter.b.mills@ontario.ca 

 Thur. July 6, Minesing Wetlands (west of Barrie) Dragonfly Count, Brittany Hope, (705) 209-

0705, brittany.hope@natureconservancy.ca (please register in advance, either by contacting Brittany or online at 

www.conservationvolunteers.ca). Or contact Bob Bowles, (705) 325-3149, rbowles@rogers.com 

 Sat. July 8 (in conjunction with the butterfly count), Otter Valley (Port Burwell, on Lake Erie), Joe Stephenson, 

(519) 874-4028, joestephenson11@mac.com 

 Fri. July 21, Carden (east of Orillia) Alvar Dragonfly Count, Brittany Hope, (705) 209-

0705, brittany.hope@natureconservancy.ca (please register in advance, either by contacting Brittany or online). 

Or contact Bob Bowles, (705) 325-3149, rbowles@rogers.com 

 Sat. July 29 (30), Lake Dore (near Pembroke) Odonate, Christian Renault, (613) 717-3142, Meet at the 

Wilberforce Township Park. (45°38'13.12"N, 77° 04'53.44"W), crenault5@gmail.com 

 Thurs. Aug. 3 (tentative), Pelee Island Dragonfly Count, Bob Bowles, (705) 325-3149, rbowles@rogers.com 

  Editor’s note:  at the time of this writing the lists of counts are not complete.  Please check the TEA website for 

updates: http://www.ontarioinsects.org/counts.htm 
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FIELD TRIPS 

Date TBD, 10 a.m. 

EARLY SUMMER BUTTERFLIES, LISTOWEL 

Leader: Glenn Richardson 

TEA President Glenn Richardson has a comprehensive knowledge of the butterfly habitats around his native Listowel 

home. He will show us around some of his favourite trails, meadows and quarries. With his remarkable ability to spot 

caterpillars and eggs, Glenn can introduce us to stages of our butterflies we haven’t observed before.  Bring lunch, 

water, sunscreen, insect repellent. More details to come. For more information, watch the TEA Field Trips page or 

contact Carolyn King (905-720-2784) cking8000@gmail.com 

 

Saturday, July 1 (to be confirmed), 9 a.m. 

TEA TORONTO EAST BUTTERFLY COUNT 

Co-ordinator: Carolyn King 

Bone up on your ID skills and help count butterflies in the Rouge or Don Valley. This is an official NABA count, with a 

participation fee; the TEA will pay the fee for members. For those counting in the Rouge, meet at the Pearse House. 

From Sheppard Ave go north on Meadowvale Rd; take the exit to the Toronto Zoo but turn RIGHT at the first turn and 

park along the side of the road. Bring nets, containers, lunch and water. No collecting in the Rouge. Contact Carolyn 

King (905-720-2784) cking8000@gmail.com if you plan to participate. 

 

Date TBD, 8:15 p.m. 

HIGH PARK MOTH NIGHT 

Leaders: Dave Beadle, Steve LaForest 

This is a joint outing with the High Park Nature Centre. Members of the public are invited to join TEA members Dave 

Beadle, Steve LaForest, Carolyn King, and Karen Yukich for an evening of moth-catching and identification. A $2 

donation is suggested. Meet at the benches across from the Grenadier restaurant at 8:15 pm. This outing is especially 

good for children - bring the whole family! No collecting. Bring insect containers, a flashlight, moth guides if you have 

them. 

For more information contact Carolyn King (905- 720-2784) cking8000@gmail.com 

 

Saturday August 12, 10 a.m. 

SPIDERS OF BLACKWATER (Beaver Creek) 

Leader: Tom Mason 

This has been a popular outing for a number of years. We have found many species, from infinitesimal spiderlings to 

large Fishing Spiders. The Beaver Creek rail trail has a wealth of habitats for all kinds of insects and spiders. Streams, 

ponds, bridges, weedy vegetation: all the places spiders like to be. 

Bring insect containers, nets, hand lens, water and lunch. Meet on the road shoulder where Beaver Creek flows 

under Hwy 12 just south of Blackwater (40 km north of Whitby). 

 

Date TBD 10 a.m. 

BUTTERFLY FARM, MILLGROVE (near Burlington) 

Host: Harry Hewick 

Harry Hewick has raised thousands of butterflies on his farm west of Millgrove. He will give us a tour of his 80-foot 

greenhouse and butterfly gardens, and show us how he feeds and nurtures his many species of Lepidoptera. Depending 

on the season, we     may expect to see Giant, Pipevine and Black Swallowtails, Monarchs, American Ladies, 

Commas, Promethea Moths and others. After lunch we plan to visit some nearby butterfly locations. Bring lunch, 

mailto:cking8000@gmail.com
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water and hand lens; nets, guides and insect containers for later. 

Directions will be given on registration. 

Please register with Carolyn King (905-720-2784) cking8000@gmail.com 

 

Saturday Sept. 9 (to be confirmed), 10 a.m.  

INSECTS AT THE TORONTO ZOO 

Leader: Kevin Kerr 

Curator of Invertebrates Kevin Kerr has promised us a behind the scenes look at the Zoo’s “Bug House”, home to 

spiders and scorpions and other neat critters as well as insects. Kevin will tell us about their rearing programs, and 

we’ll also learn about the how the Zoo manages to feed all the varied animals in their care. This trip is limited to 20 

people 

Details to come. 

Editor’s note:  at the time of this writing the lists of field trips is not complete.  Please check the TEA website for 

updates on scheduling and changes: http://www.ontarioinsects.org/Ftrips.htm 

 

  

Cartoon by Dave Coverly 
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Announcements and  
TEA SEASONAL SUMMARY GETS  

NEW CO-EDITOR 
After 12 years of serving as co-editor of the TEA’s 

seasonal summary “Ontario Lepidoptera,” first with 

Colin Jones and then with Jessica Linton, Ross 

Layberry is stepping down.  Ross will continue to 

maintain the TEA’s butterfly records database. 

The new co-editor is Rick Cavasin 

(info.butterflyguides@gmail.com) of Ottawa, sponsor 

of the “Butterflies of Ontario” website and the author of 

3 butterfly pocket guides – one for Southern & Eastern 

Ontario, one for Southern Quebec and one for the 

Maritimes.  Rick has a strong interest in photography 

and is also keen at keeping records – he ranks #5 in the 

number of records (8,000) contributed to the Ontario 

Butterfly Atlas. He travels frequently across Ontario in 

the butterfly season, looking for rarities as well as more 

common butterflies.  See his article on the Bog Elfin 

(Callophrys lanoraieensis) in the most recent issue of 

Ontario Lepidoptera.  Ross and Rick have already been 

working closely together for a few years now, in that 

Rick has done data-checking work on previous editions 

of the summary and the atlas. 

Jessica Linton of Waterloo continues as co-editor. 

Jessica started in 2014 and has just finished her third 

issue of the butterfly atlas. Jessica’s day job is 

environmental consulting, working for the Natural 

Resource Solutions Inc. She also works for Worldwide 

Quest Nature Tours, and has just returned from leading 

a trip to see Monarchs in Mexico. See her article on 

ecotourism in this issue of OI. 

The deadline for submitting butterfly observations for 

the 2017 issue of Ontario Lepidoptera is December 1 

(send to Ross Layberry: rosslayberry@yahoo.ca). This 

is one month earlier than usual, and is associated with 

the change in co-editors – more time is needed now that 

the co-editors of the summary are not involved in 

preparing the TEA’s butterfly database. Data submitted 

to eButterfly or iNaturalist need not also be sent to Ross 

as it is automatically downloaded from those sites. 

EFFECTS OF IN SITU EXTRACTION ON 
BOREAL FOREST BUTTERFLIES IN THE 

ALBERTA OIL SANDS 
The Biological Survey of Canada Newsletter recently 

highlighted an ongoing study by Federico Riva (PhD, 

Applied Conservation Ecology Lab, University of 

Alberta) which examines the effects of in situ 

extraction on boreal forest butterflies in the Alberta oil 

sands. “In situ extraction” is different from open pit 

mining where oil is accessed relatively close to the 

surface, in that in causes little direct habitat loss.  It 

does however result in a larger extent of forest habitat 

fragmentation due to the extensive seismic assessments 

used to locate the deep underground reserves.  Federico 

has completed two field seasons and presents her 

findings on the response of butterfly populations to 

habitat fragmentation in the Alberta oil sands in the 

newsletter.  Her preliminary results indicate that this 

type of oil extraction, and especially the width of the 

vegetation clearing required, has a strong effect on 

butterfly flight direction based on the disturbance 

pattern. She is about to complete her last field season in 

2017. 

The original newsletter article is available online at: 

http://biologicalsurvey.ca/newsletter/bscwinter2016.pdf 

 
WORLDWIDE DRAGONFLY 

ASSOCIATION CONSERVATION 
RESEARCH GRANTS 

The Worldwide Dragonfly Association (WDA) 

announces that applications are now being accepted for 

Conservation and Research Grants for 2017. The 

applicant must be a member of the WDA and the value 

of each grant is usually capped at 1000 Euros 

(approximately CND $1,420). For full details on how to 

apply for the grant, go to their website 

(http://worlddragonfly.org/?page_id=15). For details on 

how to become a member of the WDA (with an option 

to subscribe to the International Journal of 

Odonatology, and special rates for students), visit 

http://worlddragonfly.org/?page_id=141 or write via 

the WDA Secretary at: wda.secretary@gmail.com. 

Announcements and Short Notes 

mailto:info.butterflyguides@gmail.com
http://biologicalsurvey.ca/newsletter/bscwinter2016.pdf
http://worlddragonfly.org/?page_id=15
http://worlddragonfly.org/?page_id=141
mailto:wda.secretary@gmail.com
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Sponsored memberships are also available. 

 

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF 
ODONATOLOGY 

This event is co-sponsored by the Worldwide 

Dragonfly Association.   Three special sessions are 

planned: Dragonfly vision; Dragonfly flight; and Ten 

Years since Philip Corbet. 

 

Location: Clare College, Cambridge UK 

Date: July 16-20, 2017 (Registration Sat. July 15) 

 

Registration is still open but a late fee applies after 

March 31, 2017.  The submission of paper proposals 

with abstracts was March 31, 2017. 

The event is open to all, affiliated or unaffiliated to the 

WDA. A limited number of scholarships are available 

for students. 

 

More information available at: http://www.ico2017.org/ 

 

NEW PAPER IN BIOLOGY LETTERS: 
ARTIFICIAL NIGHT LIGHTING INHIBITS 

FEEDING IN MOTHS 
Authors: Frank van Langevelde, Roy H. A. van 

Grunsven, Elmar M. Veenendaal, Thijs P. M. Fijen 

 

Abstract: one major, yet poorly studied, change in the 

environment is nocturnal light pollution, which strongly 

alters habitats of nocturnally active species. Artificial 

night lighting is often considered a driving force behind 

rapid moth population declines in severely illuminated 

countries. To understand these declines, the question 

remains whether artificial light causes only increased 

mortality or also sub-lethal effects. We show that moths 

subjected to artificial night lighting spend less time 

feeding than moths in darkness, with the shortest time 

under light conditions rich in short wavelength 

radiation. These findings provide evidence for sublethal 

effects contributing to moth population declines. 

Because effects are strong under various types of light 

compared with dark conditions, the potential of spectral 

alterations as a conservation tool may be overestimated. 

Therefore, restoration and maintenance of darkness in 

illuminated areas is essential for reversing declines of 

moth populations. 

 

BOOK FOR SALE 

Alan Hanks has been distributing the books in his 

library, most of which went to a museum as a gift. 

However, there are still quite a few books left, among 

them “Bugs in the System” by May Berenbaum, who 

delivered the Hess Lecture recently. The book was 

published in 1995 and retails for $25 US new. It is in 

very good condition.  Alan has indicated he would take 

pretty much any price if a member was interested!   If 

you’re interested please contact Alan 

(alan.hanks@sympatico.ca).   

 

TEA MEMBER PASSING 

Duncan Robertson, a retired professor of english at 

Queen's University passed away on Monday, 

September 7, 2015 at Kingston General Hospital, in his 

90th year.  Duncan first joined the TEA in 1988 and 

served as vice-president from 1992-96 and president 

from 1996-98. 

 

FEEDBACK REQUESTED 

The Joint Public Advisory Committee of the 

Commission for Environmental Cooperation (NAFTA 

organization that deals with environmental related 

issues) is seeking feedback on their 2017 to 2018 

projects. This organization has long supported Monarch 

conservation and needs our encouragement to continue 

this work. 

Please note “Project H” is: Supporting Science for 

Continental Conservation of the Monarch Butterfly 

http://www.cec.org/public-commentary/cec-joint-

public-advisory-committee-calls-comments-cecs-

proposed-2017%E2%80%932018-projects 

 

BEES OF TORONTO 

This publication, which is part of the Toronto 

Biodiversity Series, is available online and at some 

GTA libraries.  In its 72 colour pages, it covers a wide 

range of topics including misconceptions about bees, 

DNA barcoding, threats, and gardening.  It also 

includes a checklist, identification information, and 

colour plates of representative families. 

 

 

http://www.ico2017.org/
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
http://rsbl.royalsocietypublishing.org/content/13/3/20160874?cpetoc
mailto:alan.hanks@sympatico.ca
http://www.cec.org/public-commentary/cec-joint-public-advisory-committee-calls-comments-cecs-proposed-2017%E2%80%932018-projects
http://www.cec.org/public-commentary/cec-joint-public-advisory-committee-calls-comments-cecs-proposed-2017%E2%80%932018-projects
http://www.cec.org/public-commentary/cec-joint-public-advisory-committee-calls-comments-cecs-proposed-2017%E2%80%932018-projects
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DUSKYWING ID GUIDE AVAILABLE 

A pamphlet style ID guide to the duskywings (genus 

Erynnis) was created as part of a larger inventory, 

monitoring, and research project on the Mottled 

Duskywing (Erynnis martialis) funded by the Species 

at Risk Stewardship Fund.  The guide includes species 

that overlap with the Mottled Duskywing’s southern 

Ontario range: Juvenal’s Duskywing (E. juvenalis), 

Columbine Duskywing (E. lucilius), Dreamy 

Duskywing (E. icelus), Sleepy Duskywing (E. brizo), 

and Wild Indigo Duskywing (E. baptisiae). 

To obtain an electronic or print copy please contact 

Jessica Linton at jlinton@nrsi.on.ca  

 

MAN CHARGED IN BRITAN FOR 

“CAPTURING AND KILLING” 

BUTTERFLY 

In what prosecutors are calling Britain’s first conviction 

of its kind, Phillip Cullen, 57, was found guilty in 

March of capturing, killing and possessing specimens 

of the Large Blue butterfly (Phengaris arion), the 

country’s rarest butterfly.  The charge could lead to a 

maximum of six months in prison when he is sentenced 

in April 2017.  Similarly, the Ontario Endangered 

Species Act also makes it illegal to kill, harm, capture 

or harass a species listed as Threatened or Endangered.   

 

FIVE-YEAR REVIEW OF PROGRESS FOR 
CONSERVATION OF ENDANGERED 

INSECT SPECIES 
The Endangered Species Act, 2007 requires the 

Minister of Natural Resources and Forestry to conduct 

a review of progress towards the protection and 

recovery of a species no later than five years after the 

government response statement for the species is 

published. 

 

The following reports were available as of December 

22, 2016: Northern Barrens Tiger Beetle (Cicindela 

patruela) and Rapids Clubtail Dragonfly (Gomphus 

quadricolor). Link to reports: http://tinyurl.com/mjt7ut7 

 

RECIPIENT OF THE 2017 W. JOHN D. 
EBERLIE RESEARCH GRANT: 

CATHERINE SCOTT 

“Sexual selection and chemical communication in 
a natural population of western black widow 
spiders” 
 
Abstract: Detecting and localizing a potential mate can 

impose strong sexual selection on males, particularly in 

species that are otherwise solitary. Similarly, natural 

selection to attract males may produce significant 

investment in signaling by sedentary females. Studying 

mate-searching in the field allows us to probe how the 

sensory and locomotory abilities of males, may evolve 

under different environmental challenges and in turn 

affect selection on females. As part of my PhD thesis, I 

am studying mate detection and localization by male 

western black widow spiders (Latrodectus hesperus) at 

a field site in British Columbia where females typically 

share densely occupied microhabitats. At this site, the 

density and abundance of females of different stages 

and mating histories varies over the course of the 

mating season. Here I outline research investigating 

how long-range chemical communication mediates 

male development, mate-searching, mate choice, and 

competition when the density and abundance of 

potential mates and rivals varies in both space and time 

over a single mating season. 

This award is in memory of past TEA president W. 

John D. Eberlie to be awarded to a graduate or 

undergraduate student at an Ontario university studying 

insects or arachnids (which are mainly spiders).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:jlinton@nrsi.on.ca
http://tinyurl.com/mjt7ut7
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ABOVE: JOHN D. EBERLIE 

 

YOUTUBE VIDEO OF BUCKEYE 
BUTTERFLY WING DEVELOPING INSIDE 

OF THE PUPA 

See: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2LLI_77mPbw 

“This video shows a time-lapse of a Buckeye butterfly 

wing developing inside of the pupa. When this 

individual was a caterpillar, I removed the forewing 

disk (a small mass of cells that would have gone on to 

form the forewing and chitinous outer membrane), so 

when this Buckeye pupated the hindwing was exposed. I 

set up a DSLR camera mounted to a microscope and 

had an intervalometer take an image every 20 minutes 

over the course of 8 days as the pupa developed. In the 

end, we can view wing structures forming and the 

production of different colors and patterns, including 

orange bands, the eyespot, structural blue, and black.” 

 

 

TEA MEMBER ANTONIA GUIDOTTI  

WINS AWARD 

Antonia Guidotti, the meetings co-ordinator of the TEA 

since 2011 and an entomology technician at the ROM, 

is this year’s recipient of the Joan Thompson employee 

recognition award.  The award was presented at a ROM 

Employee Service Recognition Awards event on April 

12. 

 

The Joan Thompson Award was established by former 

ROM employee Robert Barnett and named in honour of 

one of the ROM’s most dedicated and longest serving 

volunteers and supporters. The Award recognizes staff 

and volunteers who go above and beyond the call of 

duty to advance the ROM’s social mission to engage, 

educate and connect visitors and new communities 

more strongly and effectively to the Museum. The 

award carries with it the ability to designate the 

expendable portion of the Robert and Leslie Barnett 

Endowment Fund to the ROM program, event or 

purpose of her choice.  

 

In addition to her work with the TEA, Antonia is 

president-elect of the Entomological Society of Ontario, 

and will begin her year as president later this year.  The 

fall ESO newsletter contained this summary of 

Antonia’s activities: 

 

“I have been with the Royal Ontario Museum since 

1994, first as a volunteer, then a student, next as an 

employee on various contracts until 2000 when I was 

hired as a fulltime entomology technician. My passion 

for insects was sparked in university during field 

courses that examined behaviour and evolution and 

continued through my early years at the ROM. I love 

the diversity of insects, their shape, colour, and form. I 

consider myself fortunate in that I truly enjoy my work! 

My Master’s work at the University of Toronto focused 

on the review of the systematics of the 

Rhopalosomatidae, a relatively unknown family of 

parasitic wasps. 

 

In addition to assisting curators with the preparation of 

manuscripts and aiding in their research, I respond to 

general inquiries about insects from members of the 

public and other museums and institutions by providing 
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identification and information of specimens or images 

sent to me. Every day I learn more, sometimes with the 

assistance of entomologists around the province who 

are experts in a particular group and help me with 

identifications. In addition to these duties, I often 

handle requests from the media to comment on the 

particular insect “story of the day”. If I am unable to 

provide them with the information that they seek, then I 

am happy to refer them to other colleagues. . 

I feel it is important for me to communicate my passion 

for insects to others. I was a member of the awesome 

working group that wrote the "Butterflies of Toronto: A 

Guide to Their Remarkable World", part of the City of 

Toronto Biodiversity Series. After 5 years of 

considerable effort, I was thrilled—and relieved— 

when, in 2014, we published the "ROM Field Guide to 

Butterflies of Ontario"; this project truly was a labour 

of love. I have also enjoyed planning and participating 

in the Ontario Bioblitzes around the GTA in the last 5 

years. In my “spare” time, I am the Program 

Coordinator for the Toronto Entomologists’ 

Association, a fantastic group of dedicated individuals 

with a passion for insects.” 
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MONARCH POPULATION DROPS 27% - DEVASTATING MARCH 2016 STORM BLAMED 

Don Davis 
 
On February 9, 2017, World Wildlife Fund Mexico in collaboration with SEMARNAT and CONANP and the Monarch 

Butterfly Biosphere Reserve (MBBR) announced the total forest area occupied by overwintering Monarch colonies. 

Thirteen (13) colonies were located this winter season with a total area of 2.91 hectares (7.19 acres). A population of 6 

hectares is the target for Monarch recovery, so this is a setback after two consecutive years of growth from the historic 

low of 2014.  

 

Scientists who monitor the population were not surprised. Lincoln Brower and Chip Taylor thought the numbers would 

be lower. While the size of the Monarch overwintering population has always shown year to year fluctuation, the long-

term trend shows an overall decline in the population. Modeling efforts suggest that reaching and maintaining a 

minimum population size that occupies 6 hectares of overwintering area would greatly reduce the risk of losing the 

Monarch migration. 

 

A freak freeze and sleet storm descended on Mexico’s Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Preserves on March 11, 2016, 

blowing over thousands of trees and killing an estimated 50 million butterflies. Omar Vidal, head of the Mexico office of 

the World Wildlife Fund, told the Associated Press that the unusual winter storm likely played a role in the steep dip in 

Monarch numbers. The storm also severely damaged the Biosphere forests and may have deteriorated the wintering 

habitat by removing forest canopy that retains heat for the wintering monarchs.  

 

Vidal underscored the work ahead when he told the Associated Press: “We cannot control the climate, but we can do 

much better in eradicating illegal logging in the Reserve and tackling habitat loss in the U.S. and Canada. But, even if 

Mexico’s overwintering sites never lose another tree, without food and habitat along the migration routes, the forests will 

soon bid farewell to the Monarchs.” 

 

Nonetheless, visitors to the Monarch Reserve have been very impressed. One noted visitor in recent weeks was Robin 

Urquhart and his partner Fiona. The grandson of Dr. Fred and Norah Urquhart reported to TEA member Don Davis: “We 

went to Cerra Pelon (where the Bruggers first discovered the Monarchs on January 2, 1975). It was a two-hour hike to 

2,800 meters.  It was beautiful and fun to think that we were close to where it all started. As the sun heated the trees the 

butterflies became more active and we had them flying all around us.  It was a great experience.”   

 

The WWF Mexico report (in Spanish) released on February 9, 2017, can be found here: http://tinyurl.com/kuvz9y2 

 

NEW PAPER IN GLOBAL CHANGE BIOLOGY: 

“Regional climate on the breeding grounds predicts variation in the natal origin of 

monarch butterflies overwintering in Mexico over 38 years” 

Authors: D. T. Tyler Flockhart, Lincoln P. Brower, M. Isabel Ramirez, Keith A. Hobson, Leonard I. Wassenaar, 

Sonia Altizer, D. Ryan Norris 

 

http://tinyurl.com/kuvz9y2
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Abstract: Addressing population declines of migratory insects requires linking populations across different portions of 

the annual cycle and understanding the effects of variation in weather and climate on productivity, recruitment, and 

patterns of long-distance movement. We used stable H and C isotopes and geospatial modeling to estimate the natal 

origin of monarch butterflies (Danaus plexippus) in eastern North America using over 1000 monarchs collected over 

almost four decades at Mexican overwintering colonies. Multinomial regression was used to ascertain which climate-

related factors best-predicted temporal variation in natal origin across six breeding regions. The region producing the 

largest proportion of overwintering monarchs was the US Midwest (mean annual proportion = 0.38; 95% CI: 0.36–0.41) 

followed by the north-central (0.17; 0.14–0.18), northeast (0.15; 0.11–0.16), northwest (0.12; 0.12–0.16), southwest 

(0.11; 0.08–0.12), and southeast (0.08; 0.07–0.11) regions. There was no evidence of directional shifts in the relative 

contributions of different natal regions over time, which suggests these regions are comprising the same relative 

proportion of the overwintering population in recent years as in the mid-1970s. Instead, inter-annual variation in the 

proportion of monarchs from each region co-varied with climate, as measured by the Southern Oscillation Index and 

regional-specific daily maximum temperature and precipitation, which together likely dictate larval development rates 

and food plant condition. Our results provide the first robust long-term analysis of predictors of the natal origins of 

monarchs overwintering in Mexico. Conservation efforts on the breeding grounds focused on the Midwest region will 

likely have the greatest benefit to eastern North American migratory monarchs, but the population will likely remain 

sensitive to regional and stochastic weather patterns. 

Available online: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/gcb.13589/full 
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THE PROS AND CONS OF ECOTOURISM IN MEXICO 

Jessica Linton 

Since the discovery of the Monarch overwintering grounds (to western scientists) in Central Mexico, 

thousands of local and international visitors have descended on the area to witness the spectacle of millions of 

butterflies concentrated in a small area of remote, high-elevation forests.  While some areas are not open to 

the public, five of the colonies are visited regularly: Sierra Chincua and El Rosario in the state of Michoacan, 

and La Mesa, Piedra Herrada and El Capulin in the State of Mexico.  

Vidal et al. (2013)
1
 reports that ecotourism is a significant source of income for people living in and around 

the Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Reserve in Mexico, with 54,500 to 133,000 people visiting annually 

between 2002 to 2013.  These visitors infuse the local economy by paying sanctuary entry and horseback ride 

fees, purchasing souvenirs, dining at local restaurants and food stands, and staying at the area hotels.   

According to UNESCO, efforts by local conservation groups and the Mexican government to incentivize 

tourism has also reportedly decreased illegal logging in the area. 

I first visited the colonies in 2012 with a small tour group, an absolute dream come true for a butterfly lover!  

I recently returned to the overwintering grounds in February 2017, leading a group of naturalists, for 

Worldwide Quest Nature Tours.  Both trips I visited the majority of the colonies during the week and saw 

very few other tourists.  At El Rosario, the most famous and visited sanctuary, I did observe relatively more 

people than the other sanctuaries.  Most of these were local Mexican residents and school groups (what a 

school trip!).  I was impressed by the infrastructure in place at El Rosario which included well-maintained 

stairs to facilitate the steep accent and reduce potential for erosion, bathroom facilities, and small family-run 

restaurants and souvenir stands.  Similarly at Sierra Chincua, there are newer facilities and a variety of local 

stands to buy food and souvenirs.  I saw relatively fewer visitors at this sanctuary.  At both sanctuaries there 

were young men and woman available to lead you up to the butterfly colonies by horseback for 100 pesos 

(about $7 Canadian).  The horses looked healthy and well cared for and their pastures were well maintained.  

At El Capulin, there are few facilities available and little infrastructure in place to accommodate visitors.   

Locals will take paying tourists up by horse, which is almost a requirement due to the steep and long 

strenuous accent!   At all of the sanctuaries, efforts are made to rope off areas in an effort to control how close 

people can get to the butterflies. 

During my recent trip I also visited Piedra Herrada on a Saturday and was surprised to be accompanied by 

hundreds of other visitors!  Although I was aware of the potential negative effects of tourism on the wintering 

Monarch colonies, the full extent of this potential became glaringly apparent to me.  For the most part, despite 

the number of people, tourists respected the “no (or at least very quietly) talking” rule to avoid disturbing 

roosting butterflies.  There are also other rules in place (as with all the sanctuaries) which include staying on 

the designated trails, no flash photography, time restrictions (max 20 minutes) and not leaving any refuse 

behind.  At the other colonies, no one seems to adhere to the time restrictions but were forced to at Pierdra 

Herrada, where there was an assembly line of visitors up and down the mountain.  The largest concern for me 

at this sanctuary was the dust created by the horses.  It was difficult to breathe for visitors, many of which 

covered their faces with scarfs or their shirts, so one must wonder how the butterflies are affected by the 

                                                           
1
 Vidal, O., J. Lopez-Garcia, and E. Rendon-Salinas. 2013. Trends in deforestation and forest degradation after a 

decade of monitoring in the monarch butterfly biosphere reserve in Mexico. Conservation Biology 28:177-186. 
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reduced air quality.  The surrounding vegetation was also covered in a thick layer of dust which certainly 

affects plant growth and photosynthesis.   

I reached out to noted Monarch researcher Lincoln Brower, to inquire about his thoughts on the negative 

impacts of tourism on the colonies.  He too indicated he had concerns about the number of visitors and the 

resulting impacts at Pierda Herrada in particular, which is the closest colony to Mexico City.  He indicated 

when he visited the reserve four years ago he counted 28 buses.  I observed at least 30 in 2017 before we 

accented in addition to a number of private vehicles. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

There is no doubt that great benefits have come, and continue to be experienced in Mexico due to a shifting 

focus from an economy based on logging the Monarch’s preferred overwintering areas to one increasingly 

supported by ecotoursim.  Non-profit organizations such as the Monarch ButterflyFund 

(www.monarchconservation.org) provide educational workshops for locals on the importance of conserving 

the Monarch’s habitat, training for guiding jobs, and reforestation materials and training.  Tourism has 

immense educational benefits, if conducted appropriately.    

Educating participants was a large focus of my tour, which included the benefits and costs of the tourism 

industry at the overwintering grounds. As someone now actively involved in the ecotourism industry, I will 

continue to monitor and be aware of the potential impacts my group can have—both positive and negative.   

  

Parking area at Pierda Herrada in 2017 

 

Children at Serra Chincua examining trinkets 

sent by my 4 year old daughter. 

 

http://www.monarchconservation.org/
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Saturday, January 21, 2017  
Insect Trapping Adventures 
W.D. McIlveen 

 
The guest speaker for the January monthly meeting was David Beresford from Trent University. The talk was split 

into two parts with the first part covering studies of stable flies (Stomoxys calcitrans) in Southern Ontario. 

 

The project involving the Stable Flies required the adaptation of the 

collection methods to some methods that are not quite routine for 

many entomological projects. The flies typically attack the lower parts 

of cattle (like the belly) so any sampling needs consider that. As well, 

it was determined that the traps were most effective if they were set 20 

to 25 cm above the height of the grass in field situations. This 

constraint means that any samplers need to take the height of the 

growing grass into consideration when sticky traps are being deployed. 

Net traps were also deployed attached to artificial cow-shaped decoys 

with a source of CO2. The flies tend to fly to a position beneath the 

cow’s belly and, in doing so, end up in a net trap located behind the 

artificial cow. 

 

Both male and female flies bite their prey to obtain a blood meal 

before they are fully reproductive. They often require several blood 

meals before the eggs are laid. The females will lay eggs in two or 

three cycles with feeding on blood between egg-laying events. 

Experience showed that numbers of females was the best index of 

population size. Bigger females lay more eggs. About half of the 

females are lost from the population before the first eggs are laid and 

half of the remainder again are lost before the second set of eggs are laid.  
 

The flies have their own parasite problem in the form of mites (Macrocheles muscae-domesticae). The mites were 

found to inhibit Stable Fly dispersal. About 5% of the flies on a dairy farm have mites while those caught away 

from such a farm had none. 

 

Cold temperatures (e.g. winter) will kill flies. The critical temperature for flight is 10
o
C.  Since flies are a problem 

every year, they must either have a winter refuge or be re-introduced to Ontario every year. The studies that were 

carried out showed that a local refuge allowed some flies to survive the winter. These were presumed to be the 

source for the larger populations that develop over the summer season. It is known that the introduction of large 

round bales in the 1970s was associated with increased numbers of Stable Flies. This is attributed to the possibility 

that flies could survive winter within sheltered parts of the bales. Stable Fly larvae survive in decaying organic 

matter. It is not surprising to learn that the sugar cane waste produced during ethanol production in Brazil led to 

the increase of large numbers of Stable Flies in those regions. 

 

TEA Meeting Summaries 
                                                                                                   Submitted by Bill McIlveen 

 

 

January’s speaker, David Beresford 
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The second part of the presentation dealt with biting flies in the James Bay area including Polar Bear Provincial 

Park. In particular, the species involved the Deer Flies Chrysops zinzalus and C. venus. The ‘artificial cow’ used for 

Stable Fly studies was turned into an artificial moose backed by a malaise trap. The trap was a modified nzi trap set 

up developed in Africa. The traps had to be located within fenced areas used for helicopter landing sites 

because they were readily damaged by Polar Bears. An unusual hazard for the trapping studies was the fact that the 

bears would drink the ethanol from the traps. 

 

The trapping resulted in much new data on the geographic distribution of horseflies and mosquitoes. Among the 

Horseflies, primarily in the genus Hybomitra, there were 14 new species or range extensions. Nineteen mosquito 

species were identified along with two species new to Ontario. These were the fly Lucilia nigricornis and the 

Labrador tiger moth Grammia quenseli. 

 

Saturday, February 25, 2017 

BIENNIAL BUTTERFLIES: DO 2-YEAR LIFECYCLES AFFECT GENETIC DIFFERENCE 

Gard Otis, University of Guelph 

Dr. Otis reviewed butterfly species in Ontario that are biennial.  A number of boreal, alpine, and arctic butterfly species 

in Canada require two years to develop from egg to adult, and consequently they have “biennial” life cycles.  He 

summarized the research he and his PhD student, Angela Gradish, did on Macoun’s Arctic (Oeneis macounii) and the 

White Mountain Arctic (Oeneis melissa semidea) to test the prediction that isolation into even and odd-year populations 

results in genetic differentiation.  

Dr. Otis first became interested in this phenomenon when, for the entry in Butterflies of Canada for Macoun’s Arctic, he 

read: “Oeneis macounii flies in even-numbered years from eastern Manitoba eastward and in odd years in the west.” If 

this difference in temporal occurrence is true, then even- and odd-year populations of Arctics (genus Oeneis) are 

reproductively isolated by “allochrony” (separated by time) and may be diverging genetically, a process that could 

eventually result in the evolution of different species. 

Saturday, March 25, 2017  

Student Symposium 

 

The 2017 edition of the Annual Student Symposium sponsored by the Toronto Entomologists’ Association was held  in 

the Ramsey Wright Building at the University of Toronto on March 25, 2017. There were four oral presentations and 

three posters from students currently attending a number of universities in Southern Ontario (see abstracts which follow). 

The topics covered were quite varied covering many taxonomically diverse groups and dealt with taxonomy, biology, 

physiology, distribution, and methods. Some presentations were academic in character (e.g. taxonomy of flies, sawflies, 

arachnids, cockroaches). Two presentations had more immediate applications in modelling populations of insects with 

respect to a new invasive pest and to food for endangered birds. In all cases, the presentations clearly demonstrated the 

high quality of the entomological research being conducted at universities in Ontario. 

 

After the presentations were completed, Glenn Richardson, President of TEA, presented the 2017 edition of the W. John 

D. Eberlie Research Grant to Catharine Scott in support her studies of Black Widow Spiders. 
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Abstracts 

Kyle D. Doward, Western University  

Where do Ontario True Armyworms Come From? Using stable Hydrogen Isotopes to Study the Origin of 

Pseudaletia unipuncta 

 

In Canada, many lepidopteran pest species, such as the true armyworm (Pseudaletia unipuncta), are seasonal migrants. 

Consequently, as little is known about their origin other than “they come from the south”, current management strategies 

are generally based on pheromone trap catches to estimate the density of immigrants. However, if immigrant populations 

come from specific areas year after year, one could potentially estimate the size of immigrant populations based on 

overwintering conditions at the source site. 

 

The existence of a latitudinal continental spatial hydrologic scale for deuterium in precipitation (and thus in the plants 

growing at different sites) provides a means of determining the natal origin of migrant species. Consequently, I am using 

hydrogen isotope ratios (δ
2
H) to determine the degree of intra- and inter-year variability in armyworm moths captured in 

London, ON. Initially, I reared cohorts of larvae on vegetation (Hordeum vulgare) treated with water having different 

concentrations of deuterium to establish the relationship between water ∂
2
H and wing chitin δ

2
H. As there are three 

periods of armyworm flight activity (immigrants, residents and emigrants) I am now analyzing the wings of field-

collected moths that were captured in different years and at different times during the seasons.  Our working hypothesis 

is that within a year, immigrants captured in spring will have significantly different δ
2
H profiles than those in summer 

and fall, as they will have fed on host plants growing in locations much further south while residents and emigrant 

populations will have fed on local vegetation. The inter-year comparison will allow me to determine to what extent the 

origin of immigrants varies from one year to the next.  

 

Darren Kelly, University of Guelph 

Genome Size Diversity of Coccoidea, Blattodea, and their Relatives 

 

This project is an investigation of the genome size diversity present within Coccoidea (the scale insects), an insect order 

which contains significant economic pests. The initial goal was to measure these genome sizes for the first time to date, 

using Feulgen Image Analysis Densitometry, in order to contribute data to the Animal Genome Size Database. The 

second goal was to analyse genome size against traits associated with extreme pests, as genome size is known to 

correlate with various properties such as development, body size, and cell division. For pest insects specifically, of 

interest were parameters such as polyphagy, geographic range size, and reproductive frequency. Genome size was found 

to correlate positively with body size after correcting for phylogeny, which is a pattern found within a majority of 

eukaryotes; as genome size increases so does nucleus and cell sizes, which influences overall body size. Genome size 

also correlated negatively with reproductive frequency after correcting for phylogeny. This correlation provides an 

inverse interpretation as the pattern found for body size; a smaller genome size allows for smaller cell sizes, decreasing 

the time for cellular division and overall development, which are two parameters linked to reproductive frequency. 

Overall, the present evidence shows that genome size influences body size and reproductive frequency in scale insects, 

but this is not linked to pest level or how destructive the species is. 

 

Jenny Liu, University of Guelph 

Midges and when they emerge: creating a predictive model of the Contarinia nasturtii life cycle 

 

The swede midge (Contarinia nasturtii (Kieffer)) is an exotic insect originating from Eurasia, whose feeding has caused 

a decline of over 60% of Ontario’s total canola acreage since 2011. Serious management action must be undertaken to 

prevent grave ramifications to Canada’s $19.3 billion canola industry, beginning with the development of a reliable 
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forecasting model for swede midge emergence. The objectives of this project are to i) update the development and 

mortality information for Ontario swede midge populations; ii) revise the current swede midge population dynamics 

model, entitled MidgEmerge, by incorporating this new information; and iii) use the model to determine environmental 

conditions for swede midge outbreak. Temperature-dependent rates of development, mortality, viability, and incubation 

of various swede midge life stages will be elicited using a series of miniature growth chambers at the Saskatoon 

Research & Development Centre, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada. The regressions resulting from these data will be 

incorporated into the MidgEmerge model, which will then be used to compare environmental data between the site of a 

swede midge outbreak and a site with no outbreak. Including the updated developmental rates is expected to greatly 

improve the model’s accuracy, and will aid in developing an effective integrated pest management strategy that could 

help control the swede midge before it severely impacts Canada’s main canola-producing regions. 

 

Beverly McClenaghan, Trent University 

Beverly McClenaghan
1
, Erica Nol

1
, Kevin Kerr

2 

1
Environmental and Life Sciences, Trent University 

2
Toronto Zoo  

Using DNA barcoding to assess diurnal insect abundance and diversity in agricultural landscapes 

 

Insects represent an abundant food source for other animals in terrestrial systems. The decline of many insectivores, 

particularly aerial-foraging insectivorous birds, has prompted questions about whether widespread declines in insect 

populations are the cause of the population decline seen in these predators.  Without long-term monitoring of insect 

populations, we do not know how insect populations have changed. One of the major causes suggested for large-scale 

insect declines is widespread pesticide use. Pesticides are commonly used in agricultural areas, which are also subject to 

agricultural intensification. Agricultural intensification has been linked to a decrease in insect abundance and diversity. 

Our objective was to assess the insect abundance and diversity in agricultural areas, as a measure of food availability for 

insectivorous birds. Insects were collected using Malaise traps at ten sites in the Peterborough and Kawartha Lakes area. 

Collection bottles were put on traps at dawn and taken off at dusk to collect diurnal insects only. Insects were collected 

from April 24
th

 – August 28
th

, 2016. Specimens were sorted to morphospecies and representatives of each morphospecies 

were identified by DNA barcoding. This allowed us to obtain higher taxonomic resolution with less expertise. We 

identified 1974 different species from 232 families. Insect abundance peaked in early May at all sites while insect 

diversity peaked between June-July. We have successfully created an inventory of insect diversity that can be used for 

comparison with other studies and we plan to continue this work by comparing the insect diversity to habitat features. 

 

Spencer Monkton, York University 

Systematics and biogeography of the sawfly genus Pristiphora in the Nearctic 

 

Sawflies are wasp-like plant-feeding insects belonging to the suborder Symphyta, so named for their saw-like ovipositors 

used to lay eggs in the tissues of plants. Sawflies inhabit all continents except Antarctica, but, in contrast to most living 

groups, they are most diverse in northern regions, with species richness declining toward the tropics. In the Nearctic, 

sawflies are recorded from sea level to alpine snowfields and on all parts of the continent, having been collected from as 

far north as 83.03°N. In particular, the subfamily Nematinae (Tenthredinidae) dominates sawfly diversity in arctic and 

subarctic regions, where they are frequently the only sawflies present. Larval Nematinae feed on a wide variety of host-

plant taxa and employ numerous feeding strategies, thereby occupying a broad range of niches. However, Nearctic 

sawflies are taxonomically and ecologically poorly known, leaving a substantial gap in our knowledge of northern 

biodiversity. My PhD research will consist of an integrative study of Nearctic sawfly systematics and biogeography, with 

a concentration on Pristiphora, one of the subfamily’s most diverse genera. I will revise the Nearctic species in this 

genus, continuing the unfinished work of late hymenopterist H. R. Wong, in an effort to catalogue the diversity of these 
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fascinating insects. I also aim to uncover the biogeographic factors dictating distributions of Pristiphora in Northern 

Canada in hopes to better understand the potential responses of these diverse and ecologically relevant insects to a 

rapidly changing world, especially in that vulnerable region. 

 

Matt Muzzatti, University of Guelph 

Wing interference patterns (WIPs) - A potential tool for the identification of Sciomyzidae (Diptera) of eastern Canada 

and the adjacent U.S. states 

 

Wing interference patterns (WIPs) are specific colour patterns developed through thin film interference that appear on 

translucent insect wings, and are a potential source of useful taxonomic data. The colour sequence in WIPs of 

Hymenoptera and Diptera is identical to a characteristic sequence of repeated colour bands called the Newton series, and 

is directly proportionate to wing membrane thickness. WIPs have been used as species-specific taxonomic traits in 

several Diptera, Hymenoptera, and Hemiptera. For this research project, WIPs were discovered in 84 species across 21 

genera of Sciomyzidae (Diptera) from eastern Canada and adjacent U.S. states. Moderate to high interspecific variation 

and low to moderate intraspecific variation of WIPs was discovered, along with one record of sexual dimorphic WIPs. 

WIPs of Sciomyzidae are of most value in a taxonomic identification key as a supplemental taxonomic trait to improve 

difficult couplets, such as those that require examination of internal genitalia.   

 

Hayley Yorke, University of Guelph  

Exploration of genome size in theraphosid spiders and 4 previously unsampled arachnid orders  

 

This study seeks to measure genome size in a variety of arachnid taxa including species within such previously 

unmeasured taxa as Theraphosidae (within infraorder Mygalomorphae), Opiliones, Scorpiones, Amblypygi, and 

Thelyphonida. Genome size measurements are achieved using Feulgen image analysis densitometry, and are compared 

with cell size, female adult body size, developmental rate, developmental complexity, and longevity in order to explore 

and understand possible evolutionary relationships between various arachnid orders. Additionally, a new, non-lethal 

protocol for extracting haemolymph from live arachnids is adapted from existing techniques with the intent on opening 

up new avenues of specimen acquisition for future genome size measurements. 
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Student Symposium Preseners 

Top row (left to right): Beverly McClenaghan, Matt Muzzatti, Hayley Yorke 

Bottom row (left to right): Darren Kelly, Jenny Liu, Spencer Monkton, Kyle D. Doward 
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Poster Presentations.  Top: Hayley Yorke; Bottom: Kyle D. Doward 
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ONTARIO SILKMOTH & SPHINX MOTH ATLAS 

Alan Macnaughton  
 
Silkmoths and sphinx moths are among the largest lepidoptera in Ontario, and some species are favourites for rearing 

activities. These two families probably also have the most observers recording them, are relatively easy to identify, and 

are of considerable public interest.  Yet, these records have not been assembled in one place, and so little is known about 

where and when they can be found in Ontario. The TEA’s launch of an atlas of silkmoths and sphinx moths in March 

(www.ontarioinsects.org/moth) addresses these problems, and builds on the efforts of Riotte (1992)-- lists of counties for 

each species -- and Beadle and Leckie (2012) -- range maps for each species. The new atlas is expected to be updated 

every couple of months as new records are submitted and new features are added to the atlas. 

 

David Kaposi had the original vision for a moth atlas, and has done most of the work to obtain the data and clean it for 

the atlas. Bev Edwards has written the Excel macros to transform the data for use by our mapping program, Google 

Fusion Tables. Creating an atlas is not a one-time job, so the work will continue. 

 

Sample atlas outputs are: Figure 1, the map of southern Ontario counties with records of the Cecropia Moth (Hyalophora 

cecropia) -- colours indicate how recent the latest observations are; Figure 2, the seasonal abundance of the Cecropia 

Moth (by record count for each month-third) in the Kitchener-Muskoka-Ottawa area (the Great Lakes – St. Lawrence 

Forest Region); and Figure 3, statistics on the Cecropia Moth’s flight season in Perth County, etc. The actual 

observations can also be viewed (observer’s name, date, location description, etc.).  See the back cover for a photo of a 

Cecropia Moth. 

 

The atlas is currently based on mapping the moths only at the county level (or districts or regional municipalities, 

depending on the part of Ontario). There are 49 such “TEA counties” identified, as in the butterfly atlas (Macnaughton et 

al. 2017) and the TEA seasonal summaries (e.g., Layberry and Linton 2017, at 8-9). Mapping by 10K squares is fine for 

butterflies, since the large number of observers means that many squares appear on the map; for moths, though, it would 

be hard to find the squares with records on the map until more records are available. Still, squares maps will be added to 

the atlas over the next few weeks as one of the options users can choose.  

 

The first version of the silkmoth and sphinx moth atlas is based on 2,500 records – an average of 40 for each of the 61 

species known to have occurred in Ontario, but varying from 1 for the Eastern Buck Moth (Hemileuca nevadensis) to 

206 for the Blinded Sphinx (Paonias excaecata). That pales in comparison to the 300,000 records the TEA has for 

butterflies, but one has to start somewhere. The Royal Ontario Museum has no database for its moth specimens, so that 

will have to be compiled from the data labels before their information can be used (volunteers are welcome). Data from 

High Park Moth Nights will be included in a future version of the atlas.  

 

Approximately 1,000 of the atlas records are from the specimen collection (now at the CNC in Ottawa) of the late John 

Morton (mostly in Manitoulin Island, where he had a cottage); about 600 are from Ken Stead (south of Pinery Provincial 

Park); about 300 are from various iNaturalist.ca contributors spread throughout the province, and the rest are from a 

group of observations assembled by Chris Schmidt of Agriculture Canada, including many from the BOLD biodiversity 

lab at the University of Guelph. Records from 145 people are represented in the new atlas. The data seems highly reliable 

as most is from specimens, and the non-specimen data is almost always backed up with photos with IDs that have been 

corroborated by at least one other observer (since iNaturalist encourages this). 

 

 

http://www.ontarioinsects.org/moths
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Figure 1: Distribution Across Counties of the Cecropia Moth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Please use www.iNaturalist.ca (Kaposi 2016) this year to enter your observations of all families of moths. One advantage 

of iNaturalist is the free-flowing and friendly discussions of species IDs (anyone can contribute), which is important for 

moths. One can just post a picture guessing only at the family, and other observers will do the hard work of getting it to a 

species. iNaturalist also has an excellent system of downloading observations (available to anyone), which should make 

updating of the atlas quite painless. For example, the Rainy River moth data reported in Dawber and Elder (2017) has 

been entered in iNaturalist, and thus is incorporated in the atlas. Another option for people with large numbers of 

observations is to directly submit spreadsheets to us. Although there are other sites for data entry and photo identification 

(e.g., BAMONA, www.butterfliesandmoths.org and BugGuide, http://bugguide.net) – these sites have no public system 

for downloading the observations and hence are not recommended if one of the submitter’s goals is to provide data 

which is useful for projects such as this atlas. 

  

http://www.inaturalist.ca/
http://www.butterfliesandmoths./
http://bugguide.net/
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Figure 2: Bar Graph of Cecropia Moth Seasonal Abundance (Phenogram) 

 

 

Figure 3: Statistics on Seasonal Distribution of Cecropia Moth Observations 

 

 

 

Table 1 presents some data from the atlas for the most well-known silkmoth species, arranged in order of the median 

observation date for the whole province. One finding is how early in the year the larger silkmoths are seen – mid-June 

seems to be the peak. Even so, some have quite narrow time ranges (Io and Luna) while others are more spread out 

(Cecropia and Polyphemus). 
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Table 1: Atlas Silkmoth Data 
Common name Scientific name Median 80% date range Number 

Io Moth Automeris io June 14 May 20 – June 30 61 

Luna Moth Actias luna June 15 May 26 – July 5 191 

Promethea Moth Callosamia promethia June 15 May 28 – July 12 16 

Cecropia Moth Hyalophora cecropia June 19 May 30 – August 21 52 

Polyphemus Moth Antheraea polyphemus June 24 May 30 – July 21 129 

Imperial Moth Eacles imperialis July 12 June 23 – August 15 68 

 
Clearly the Luna is tops in the number of individuals observed, with the Polyphemus coming second. The Cecropia, 

despite its popularity in rearing is not nearly as common.  Ken Stead, who has been recording moth observations at the 

same location south of the Pinery for 20 years, has the following comment on the Luna: “Status: rare resident now 

common.” His view is: “Significant recovery from spraying for Gypsy Moth about 20 years ago; began 2010 and is 

improving.” With this long-term observation at one site (and probably others), there may be better scientific knowledge 

of moth populations in Ontario than there is of butterfly populations. Butterflies fly about and are difficult to count, 

while observations of moths at a single light source seem more solid. And all is not gloom and doom; as shown by that 

one series of Luna Moth observations, things may be improving. Additional observations of Luna Moths from more 

locations will be required to confirm this species’ change in abundance in Ontario.   

 

What differences will show up for particular areas in Ontario?  Right now there just isn’t enough data to draw 

conclusions, with an average of less than 100 records province-wide for these species. 

 

Sphinx moths, the second part of the atlas, are my favourite moth family. There are many more species than silkmoths 

and they are also more common. Some migrate from the south: in preparing the atlas, Jay Cossey of London wrote to me 

about his own experience with a large (4 inches or more) migratory species, the Pink-Spotted Hawkmoth (see back cover 

photo): “I noticed the moth late one night at the University of Guelph, under a light on the side of the Biodiversity 

Institute of Ontario (BIO) building, on October 1, 2008. You don't expect to find a large Sphinx flying in October, so I 

knew it was something special. My boss at the time, Paul Hebert [of the BOLD biodiversity lab, and a moth person], 

teased me, "I sent you all over Canada on BIObus this year, and your rarest find is right on the side of our own 

building?" In fact, the rare hawkmoth was found less than 20 feet from Hebert's office. 

 

Several species of sphinx moths even fly in the day; the (likely) Gallium Sphinx found one morning last year hovering 

over a butterfly bush at my house in Kitchener (October 2016 OI, page 2; January 2017 OI, page 27) is one. I had a lot of 

fun in the early 1970s driving around small towns with a friend and finding sphinx moths landed on streetlights. You 

would look up the pole 15 or 20 feet, searching for a small bump on the pole which would indicate a resting sphinx 

moth. These big moths cannot fly for maybe a minute after being disturbed, because they need to vibrate their wings to 

warm up their bodies. So I could connect sections of a bamboo pole – up to 5 sections of 5 feet each, with a butterfly net 

at the end – and knock the sphinx moths off the streetlight. Maybe every 4
th

 or 5
th

 pole had a sphinx on it, but a bit of 

driving around various small towns could turn up quite a number of sphinxes in a few hours. The butterfly net was not 

strictly necessary, as the moths usually fell straight to the ground after they had lost their footing, but the net made for a 

great explanatory tool if any police wondered what I was doing! This technique is perhaps not well-suited for picture-

taking, as the sphinx moths have been disturbed and may not land in the best spot for a picture. It also isn’t as relaxing 

and low-effort as sitting around a light at a cottage, but it is great for determining species diversity.  

 

The atlas uses the Pohl, Patterson and Pelham (2016) checklist, which provides the scientific names and their “P3” (after 

the authors) numbers to each species. These numbers replace the old numbers of Hodges (1983). The Hodges numbers 

are also to be shown in the atlas, as they are still widely used. Both sets of numbers are used in the Moth Photographers 
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Group website. Common names are from Beadle and Leckie (2012) for species in that book; otherwise the Moth 

Photographers Group names are used. Common names are of course less precise and subject to regional variation. How 

many of us say “Modest Sphinx” instead of “Big Poplar Sphinx” for Pachysphinx modesta? 

 

Greg Pohl is also leading a group preparing species lists for each province of Canada, which might be released before the 

end of the year. A species list is exactly what is needed in order to prepare a data-entry site such as e-butterfly.org. Some 

would like to see that in order to make it easier to enter data from repeated sampling of the moth data at the same 

locations. Such a site is part of eButterfly’s long-term plans.  

 

Could there be a full “Ontario Moth Atlas”? The long-term plan is to gradually expand the atlas to cover more and more 

of the moth families, depending of course on the availability of data. Therefore, please submit all moth records to 

iNaturalist, not just those of the two families presently covered by the atlas. Perhaps 80% or90% of moth species can be 

identified from a photo of the living moth; how the others will be dealt with is a question to be resolved. Some 

contributors have access to dissection and DNA barcoding analysis, and maybe reporting of records will have to be 

limited to where the appropriate kinds of analysis has been done. 
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DISPLAYING YOUR INSECT PHOTOS INSTANTLY ON YOUR COMPUTER 

Jim des Rivières and Alan Macnaughton 

Imagine yourself taking photos of moths you have attracted by light to land on a sheet, and your friends are gathered 

around wanting to see the close-up images your pictures provide. Showing the pictures on the camera’s LCD screen is 

the usual approach, but the image is small and the conditions are not the best, with all those bugs buzzing around. It 

would be much better to instantly display the same pictures on your computer, with its enhanced resolution and larger 

image size (butterfly photographers are less likely to want to use this capability, as few people would want to lug a 

laptop into the field, and the screen would be hard to see in the sun). For a moth gathering at a cottage, this viewing 

could even be indoors, with all the comforts that implies. This instant transmittal of pictures is now possible by 

establishing a WiFi connection between your camera and the computer. 

http://www.ontarioinsects.org/atlas
http://mothphotographersgroup.msstate.edu/
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Of course, this has been possible for many years by taking pictures with a smartphone, and transferring the pictures using 

a WiFi or cell phone network. But smartphones don’t have anything like the same capabilities for macro photography as 

a good camera does. Some cameras now have built-in WiFi capability: last year, Nikon launched the D500 DSLR with 

“smart connectivity..” But it may be some time before such features become standard, and many people do not want to 

replace their cameras just to get this feature. 

Some camera manufacturers market this hardware separately: for example, Nikon has a WU-1a Wireless Mobile 

Adapter, which can transfer pictures to an iPhone or Android device from certain Nikon cameras. But for transfers of 

images to your computer, and from a wider variety of camera models, the better approach at this time is to purchase 

third-party hardware. 

The main issue is price. The cheapest such device I have heard of is the CamFi, which retails for about $175 in Canada. 

According to the website (camfi.co.kr), the CamFi system currently supports 19 Canon cameras and 23 Nikon cameras. 

It also supports iPad, iPhone, Android, Windows and Mac devices. The battery allows 6 hours of use. The company 

advises that 1270 x 768 is the smallest resolution on a Windows computer that will properly display it, so some older 

computers may not work with it.  

The device that the first author (Jim) uses is the CamRanger Wireless Transmitter, which retails for about $400 

Canadian. It works with a wider variety of Nikon and Canon cameras than the CamFi does, and supports the same set of 

devices (including both Windows and Mac, as well as iPads). It will also control your camera remotely, from the 

computer, although this feature may be of more interest to photographers who are taking still-life shots rather than 

photos of living insects. See the website camranger.com for more details. I am hopeful that the price will come down in 

the future, as the hardware creating the WiFi hotspot costs only about $30. Jim bought such a unit and tried to make the 

connection to his computer, but was unsuccessful. 

Another possibility is use a long (3-5m) USB cable directly connecting your camera to the computer or mobile device. 

Software such as Adobe Lightroom or Akvis Lightshop running on a laptop can then use the connection to download 

full-resolution files from the camera .  Jim tried this at first, but found a wired connection to be cumbersome and a 

tripping hazard in the dark. He found a wireless solution like CamRanger to have a better range and to be much safer, 

and therefore much more workable. 
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AN UNUSUAL FORM OF THE CANDIAN TIGER SWALLOWTAIL 

On July 13, 2015 Kandis Johnstone photographed this Papilio canadensis fletcheri at Fairy Beach near 

Huntsville.  Peter Hall reports there are three-four of these rare phenotypes of the Canadian Tiger Swallowtail 

in the Canadian National Collection with varying amounts of black melanism.  It was only recently posted on 

the Insects and Arachnids of Ontario Facebook page and noticed by TEA member Carolyn King.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

RESEARCH SUPPORT REQUEST 

By way of introduction, I am Jacopo D’Ercole, a young researcher who completed his undergraduate degree and a 

MSc in biology in Italy. I am currently pursuing a PhD at the University of Guelph where I am supervised by 

Professor Paul Hebert. 

I am broadly interested in biodiversity and in understanding the evolutionary processes that generate it. My PhD 

project employs butterflies as a model system and implements DNA barcoding, a technique that relies on the 

systematic sequencing of a short, standardized and highly variable segment  of the mitochondrial genome. Aside 

from revealing broad patterns of genetic diversity, DNA barcoding makes it possible to deepen our understanding of 

species whose taxonomic status is uncertain. My project will target two groups:  the Limenitis arthemis complex 

(including the White Admiral and the Red-spotted Purple) and the genus Celastrina (including C. lucia, C. neglecta, 

C. ladon and C. serotina, commonly known as azures).  

As the collecting season approaches, I would be grateful to receive help in acquiring freshly collected specimens of 

both genera, particularly from south-eastern and south-central Ontario. If you would like to aid my research, I would 

be happy to share details about the sampling strategy. This work will lead to several journal articles and, of course, I 

will acknowledge the effort of the contributors. 
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Email: jdercole@uoguelph.ca.  Centre for Biodiversity Genomics, University of Guelph, Guelph, ON N1G 2W1. 

HOW THE STUDY OF A COMMON BUTTERFLY AT RARE HELPED WITH RESEARCH 

METHODS FOR AN ENDANGERED BUTTERFLY SPECIES 

Gard Otis & Jessica Linton 
 

On a hike in the Thompson Tract of rare Charitable Research Reserve early last May, you may have seen butterflies 

with yellow, red, or blue dots on their wings.  We are the people who marked them.  But why?  

For several years we have been studying Mottled Duskywings (Erynnis martialis), a skipper butterfly species categorized 

as “endangered” in Canada.  In Ontario, this species now occurs in only a handful of localities.  A number of people and 

organizations are interested in increasing the population of this species, but we are uncertain exactly how to achieve that 

goal. If we could safely mark adults, we would learn more about their longevity, movements, and behaviour.  But how 

can we mark them without harming them? 

Most butterflies can be marked as they are gently held between one’s thumb and index finger. Large butterflies 

(swallowtails, monarchs, etc.) are easy to hold; they may lose a few wing scales, but they are usually released unharmed.  

Handling small, delicate butterflies in this way often damages their wings and breaks off legs.  Skippers are generally the 

worst to work with—they usually flutter vigourously in the net, lose lots of scales, tear their wings, and generally beat 

themselves up!  Additionally, some butterflies fly long distances once they are released. This is problematic in 

subsequent surveys because missing individuals either could have died or they could have left the study area.  A 

successful marking technique must not affect the behaviour of the butterflies.  

We decided to try out several marking methods on Juvenal’s Duskywings (E. juvenalis), a species closely related to the 

Mottled Duskywing.  This species is detected every year at rare during the long-term butterfly monitoring program, and 

is considered common within its southern Ontario range.   

We minimized damage to the duskywings by limiting our handling of them after capture.  While still in the net, we 

maneuvered a butterfly into a vial without touching it.  The vial then was submerged in ice in a cooler to chill the 

butterfly.  Several studies have demonstrated that chilling butterflies, then allowing them to warm up without 

disturbance, eliminates handling trauma.  We reasoned that if we could mark the skippers without grasping them, we 

would not have to chill them very long and we could reduce handling trauma.  It worked!  After just 5 minutes on ice, we 

could shake the chilled butterfly onto the palm of our hand, then quickly, while it was still immobile, apply dots of paint 

in an individually unique pattern to its forewings.  After being returned to where it had been caught, it would resume 

activity within a few minutes, unharmed.  Moreover, their behaviour appeared to be unaffected: one male engaged in a 

territorial chase with another male just 3 minutes after being marked! 

After obtaining permission from the MNRF, we tested our marking technique at a known population of endangered 

Mottled Duskywings. It worked perfectly, thanks to our preliminary studies at rare.    

A full report of our studies was published in the News of the Lepidopterists’ Society (2016, vol. 58, pp. 182-185).  

Available online at: http://images.peabody.yale.edu/lepsoc/nls/2010s/2016/2016_v58_n4.pdf   

Editor’s note: a more condensed version of this article originally ran in the rare Charitable Research Reserve’s newsletter. 

mailto:jdercole@uoguelph.ca
http://images.peabody.yale.edu/lepsoc/nls/2010s/2016/2016_v58_n4.pdf


 
 
 

  
 

Jessica and Gard marking butterflies at rare Charitable Research Reserve. 

 

 
 

 
Marked Mottled Duskywings 

 
 



 
 
 

 

        Pink-Spotted Hawkmoth (Agrius cingulata) Photo: Jay Cossey  

 

          Cecropia Moth (Hyalophora cecropia). Photo: Jay Cossey 

See Ontario Silkmoth and Sphinx Moth Atlas Article Page 60 
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Saturday, October 28, 2017. 1:15 pm. Room 212 Victoria College 

TORONTO'S SYMPHONY ORTHOPTERA 

Steve Paiero, University of Guelph 

With over 140 species of Orthoptera, Ontario has a diversity of crickets, katydids and grasshoppers that are routinely 

heard, but largely unseen. Now that fall is once again here, the crickets and katydids are out in full force serenading 

us with a cacophony of chirps, trills and rattles, while we poke around the bushes trying to get a glimpse of the 

show. The diversity of our provincial players will be explored with a focus on what can be found around the GTA, 

along with tips on how to find them, how to recognize species by their songs, and how best to photograph them so 

they can be identified! 
 

Saturday Nov. 25, 10 a.m. 
INSECTS AT THE TORONTO ZOO 

Leader: Kevin Kerr 
Curator of Invertebrates Kevin Kerr has promised us a behind the scenes look at the Zoo’s “Bug House”, home to spiders 

and scorpions and other neat critters as well as insects.  Kevin will tell us about their rearing programs, and we’ll also 

learn about the how the Zoo manages to feed all the varied animals in their care. This trip is limited to 20 people.  TEA 

members will get first priority. 
Details will be sent when you register.  
Please contact Carolyn King (905-720-2784)  cking8000@gmail.com 

 

Saturday, December 2, 2017. 1:30 pm - 2:45 pm. Seventh Annual Quimby F. Hess Lecture. Royal 

Ontario Museum Theatre. 

MAKING INSECTS: A GUIDE TO RESTORING THE LITTLE THINGS THAT RUN THE WORLD 

Douglas Tallamy 

This event is free but you must pre-register. Please RSVP as “Public” (unless you have a ROM membership). We 

expect this lecture will be fully booked so please don’t delay registering if you plan to attend. A reception for TEA 

members and the Hess family will follow the lecture. Entrance will be through the group entrance of the ROM. 

Insect populations have declined 45% globally since 1974. The most alarming part of this statistic is that we don’t 

seem to care, despite the fact that a world without insects is a world without humans! So how do we build 

landscapes that support the pollinators, herbivores, detritivores, predators and parasitoids that run the ecosystems we 

depend on? Tallamy will remind us of the many essential roles insects play, and describe the simple changes we 

must make in our landscapes and our attitudes to keep insects on the ground, in the air and yes, on our plants. 

Doug Tallamy is currently professor and chair of the department of entomology and wildlife ecology at the 

University of Delaware in Newark, Delaware, where he has taught insect taxonomy, behavioral ecology, and other 

subjects. Chief among his research goals is to better understand the many ways insects interact with plants and how 

such interactions determine the diversity of animal communities. 

 

Doug won the Silver Medal from the Garden Writer's Association for his book, Bringing Nature Home. 

Quimby F. Hess was a TEA president and a member of the TEA for over 40 years. This lecture is sponsored in his 

memory by his children, Jane and Robert Hess. The public are invited. A member of Quimby Hess' family will say a 

few words about his life. 

  

2018- Mark your calendar! 

Meetings will be held on Saturday, January 27 at 1:15 pm and Saturday, February 24. 1:15 pm.  Location to be 

announced.  The Student Symposium will be Saturday, March 24, 2018.  Room 432, Ramsay Wright Building, 

University of Toronto (25 Harbord Street). 1 p.m. to 3 p.m. (note early start time).  Graduate students, senior 

undergraduates and postdoctoral fellows will be presenting talks and posters. 
  

Upcoming Meetings and Trips 
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TEA MEMBER BILL MCLLVEEN 

RECEIVES THE W.W.H. GUNN 

CONSERVATION AWARD! 

Nominated by: Halton/North Peel Naturalist 

Club, Don Scallen and Ian Jarvie 

Citation: Ron Corkum 

Presentation: Otto Peter 

Ontario Nature’s W.W.H. Gunn Conservation Award 

is given to an individual who demonstrates 

outstanding personal service and a strong 

commitment to nature conservation over a number of 

years with exceptional results.  

There could not be a more deserving recipient of this 

award than Bill McIlveen.  Bill has committed a 

lifetime to learning about our natural history and 

sharing his passion with others.   

Bill has played leading roles in a wide range of 

organizations and initiatives including the Toronto 

Entomologist’s Association, the Field Botanists of 

Ontario, the Ontario Bird Banding Association, the 

Ontario Vernal Pool Association, the Halton 

Ecological and Environmental Advisory Committee, 

the Lake Ontario Shoreline Algae Action Committee, 

as well as acting as a Regional Coordinator for the 

Atlas of Breeding Birds of Ontario (two times) and 

the Ontario Tree Atlas. He has contributed large 

quantities of environmental data to different projects 

including the Forest Bird Project (30 years), Marsh 

Bird and Marsh Amphibian (20 years) and Roadside 

Amphibians. 

 

Bill has authored over 400 articles and reports on 

nature and the environment and is a prolific speaker 

on many natural history topics. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In his spare time, Bill has been a member of 20 

naturalist organizations, thankfully including Ontario 

Nature. 

 

Bill has been a highly respected member of the 

naturalist community in Ontario for several decades. 

We are very honoured to present him with the 

W.W.H. Gunn Award in recognition of his 

achievements.  Thank you for all you do. 

 

 
 

TEA DRAGONFLY PUBLICATION 

In June, the TEA created its first electronic-only 

publication: Migrations and Unidirectional 

Movements of Dragonflies in Northeastern North 

America (2017), by Paul Catling, 69 pages. It can be 

downloaded from our publications page 

(http://www.ontarioinsects.org/publications.htm). 

There are approx. 200 species of dragonflies in 

northeastern North America and 17 are reported to 

migrate or undertake unidirectional flights. This 

guide addresses questions concerning dragonfly 

migration and movement in northeastern North 

America such as: (1) which dragonflies migrate? (2) 

when? (3) how can they be identified? (4)  how 

many? (5) in what direction? and (6) under what 

conditions? 

Announcements and Short Notes 

http://www.ontarioinsects.org/publications.htm
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EUROPEAN COMMON BLUE IN ONTARIO 

 

On August 6, 2017 William Irwin observed and 

photographed (see below) a female European 

Common Blue (Polyommatus Icarus) at the Ingleside 

ONRoute on Hwy 401. He discovered the colony on 

August 5.  Ross Layberry returned to the area with 

him the following day and observed 14 specimens of 

the blue.  The butterfly shown in the photo is on the 

larval foodplant, Bird's-foot Trefoil on which it was 

nectaring and possibly ovipositing.  These 

observations suggest the butterfly was well 

established in the area in 2017. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ONTARIO NATURE LAWSUIT REGARDING 

NEONICOTINOID PESTICIDES 

 

Over an 11-year period, our Federal Pest 

Management Regulatory Agency (PMRA) 

conditionally approved the use of two neonicotinoid 

chemicals now contained in 31 different pesticide 

products and manufactured by 4 chemical companies 

without having thoroughly determined their safety 

and risks. In 79 cases, the PMRA requested further 

studies and information yet renewed the conditional 

approvals for these pesticides without receiving any 

of the requested research or information.  

 

In 2016, Ontario Nature, David Suzuki Foundation, 

Friends of the Earth Canada and the Wilderness 

Committee had filed a lawsuit against PMRA and the 

four chemical companies. On July 6 -7, 2017, 

lawyers for the Attorney General, Ministry of Health 

and 4 chemical companies attempted to block the 

lawsuit claiming that these 79 cases were separate 

decisions and did not represent a pattern of 

behaviour.  Instead of having the pesticide 

registrations quashed, the court was told that the 

environmental groups should use review procedures 

already in place by the Federal pesticide regulator.  

Ontario Nature et al. were represented by lawyers 

from Ecojustice. TEA member Don Davis attended 

these hearings held in Federal court in downtown 

Toronto. The TEA is a member group of Ontario 

Nature.  

 

Clothianidin and thiamethoxam are contained in the 

most widely used pesticides in Canada, and research 

has found that neonicotinoids harm both domestic 

and wild bees. Recently released research warns 

about the threat of thiamethoxam to bumble bees:  

http://bit.ly/2xJF7yg 

 

In a decision released a week later, the presiding 

judge rejected the arguments of government and 

chemical company lawyers and ruled that the law suit 

should proceed. The Government and chemical 

companies have since chosen to challenge this ruling.  

 

 

  

http://bit.ly/2xJF7yg
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“BEYOND A BOOK” CONTINENTAL BIKE TOUR FOCUSES ON MONARCH CONSERVATION 
 
Beyond a Book, created by Sara Dykman, is an adventure-linked education project that connects real-time 

adventures to classrooms, creating opportunities for real-life learning, and inspiring students to push their limits and 

explore the planet. ButterBike is Beyond a Book's fourth project. Kansas native Sara Dykman, age 24, divides her 

time between seasonal amphibian and reptile jobs, outdoor education, and adventures. This particular trip began in 

March 2017 in the Monarch Butterfly Biosphere Reserve of central Mexico, with Sara following the migrating 

monarchs northward. Her adventure will end back in Mexico in November. Unlike previous Beyond a Book 

adventures, this is a solo effort aimed at drawing attention to the needs of monarch butterflies. Having already 

cycled into Canada at Sault St. Marie, into Quebec and then into New England states, Sara headed back to Canada 

via Niagara Falls. One of her six additional Ontario stops was at the Greenway Blooming Centre near Breslau, 

Ontario on August 14th. Having completed 3 previous adventures, Sara is quite self-sufficient, pitching her tent at 

night and preparing her meals on a small cook stove. On this trip, she has received generous support from supporters 

en route, including food and lodging. Sara travels about 500 miles per week. At Greenway, Sara pulled out her 

laptop and shared an outstanding illustrated PowerPoint presentation (which is regularly updated and modified). 

Sara noted that as of August 14
th

, she had traveled about 10,000 miles and dealt with 3 flat tires! 

 

To follow Sara’s adventure with map and blog postings: http:// http://www.beyondabook.org/ 

 

CTV Kitchener news interviewed Sara at Greenway: http://bit.ly/2vE8bGf 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://bit.ly/2vE8bGf
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SEX DETERMINATION IN MONARCH BUTTERFLIES by Dr. Karen Oberhauser* 

 

“Sex is determined at fertilization in monarchs, as it is in humans. The interesting thing is that, unlike in humans, the 

sex is determined by the ovum, not the sperm. This is called a ZW sex-determination system (to distinguish it from 

the XY sex determination system). In animals with the ZW system (which includes birds, butterflies, and moths, 

among other animals), the female is the "heterogametic sex", which means half of her eggs are Z and half are W (in 

humans, half of a males' sperm are X and half are Y). 

 

The odds of getting 2 females out of 12 butterflies are low, but not astronomically low (about 1.6%). If you flipped a 

coin 12 times, over and over, about 1.6% of the time you'd get 2 heads and 10 tails. I come from a family of 4 girls; 

the odds of this are about 6.2%. In all of my cousins, there are 4 boys and 14 girls. The odds of this are about 1.2%.” 

Observer Ted Burk notes: “Years ago, when I first talked about this in class, I could never remember whether it was 

the Z or the W that was the female-exclusive chromosome.  Then I thought of the rock band ZZ Top, several 

members of which have long scraggly beards, and ever since I’ve been able to remember that it's males that are ZZ 

and females that are ZW.  Of course, none of my current students know anything about the  ZZ Top band.” 

 

*After many years at the University of Minnesota, renowned monarch researcher Dr. Karen Oberhauser has been 

appointed Director of the University of Wisconsin – Madison Arboretum: http://bit.ly/2q2vyug 

 

 

SPRING MONARCHS MIGRATE EARLIER TO NORTHERN BREEDING RANGE 

 

Whether aided by southerly winds or the urge to migrate and reproduce, monarchs appeared to arrive earlier than 

usual in southern Ontario and quickly moved into the northern breeding range. First known Ontario monarch 

sighting was on May 6 by Dean Ware at the Holiday Beach Conservation Area near Amherstburg. On May 9, Ellen 

Horack spotted a monarch on the west beach at Point Pelee and Margaret Kelch spotted one this same day in the 

Sparrow Fields. By May 16
th

, monarchs had arrived in Toronto, at Presqu’ile Provincial Park and at Sarnia, Mitchell 

and Neustadt where nectar sources included dandelions, some lilac blooms and other flowering plants. A monarch 

was reliably spotted in Haliburton on May 18
th

 and a mating pair spotted the following day on Huff Road to the west 

of Presqu’ile. Monarchs continued to expand their range to Pembroke (May 20
th

), Fenelon Falls (May 22), Parry 

Sound (May 23), Lindsay and Lion’s Head (May 25). Eleven eggs were found in Clinton on May 25 and on May 27, 

10 monarchs were spotted in an area north of Port Perry in Scugog (Max Larrivèe). By the end of May, monarchs 

had reached Cornwall, Ottawa and Sault Ste. Marie. On May 31
st
, twenty-nine eggs were found in one location in 

north Bruce Peninsula. In the first couple of weeks of June, monarchs reached Longbow Lake (Kenora), Thunder 

Bay and Atikokan, Sioux Narrows, Gowganda, Killaloe, Val Therese and Pearl, Ontario. 

 

Given the absence of late winter weather in Mexico and favourable conditions for migration and reproduction 

(moderate temperatures, few storms, sufficient rainfall and adequate milkweed) in the southern United States, Dr. 

Orley “Chip” Taylor of Monarch Watch indicates that this looks to be a good year for monarchs – with a stronger 

migration in most regions and a good prospect that the overwintering population will increase from the 2.91 hectares 

of last year to 4 hectares or better this coming winter. Chip has indicated that several fall monitoring sites (Peninsula 

Point, MI; Long Point, ON and Cape May, NJ) are all likely to record much higher numbers of monarchs than in 

recent years. This should be a GREAT tagging season. It will certainly be as good as the 2015 season and probably 

better. Unknown at this time is the impact of the degradation and loss of monarch habitats, including nectar sources 

and milkweeds, in Texas as a result of Hurricane Harvey.  
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SIGHTING AND RECOVERY OF TAGGED MONARCHS IN ONTARIO - SEPTEMBER 2017 

It would appear that with the increased number of individuals in Ontario tagging and rearing Monarchs, there has 

been an increase in early tag sightings. Oshawa residents Jim and Sheila Ellis were tagging Monarchs on the 

Waterfront Trail in west Oshawa near Intreptid Park on September 11th when Sheila captured an already-tagged 

Monarch, recorded the number, and re-released it. This particular Monarch had been tagged by TEA member Don 

Davis on September 3rd during the 32nd Monarchs and Migrants Weekend at Presqu'ile Provincial Park and had 

managed to travel a direct distance just under 100 km.  

 

Another tagged monarch, recaptured by Terry Whittam at Rosetta McClain Gardens, had been released earlier in 

Ajax. Others recaptured were found in and near the location where they were originally tagged. 
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Sunday, April 23, 2017 

TEA BUG REARING DAY 

Antonia Guidotti  

 

The Fifth annual Bug Rearing day took place at the Royal Ontario Museum in the Earth Rangers Studio on April 

23rd, 2017, noon-2pm 

 

Presenters included: 

 

Michael Odum – Entomica. The goal of the small insectarium in Sault Ste. Marie is to make people comfortable 

with insects and arachnids. They take their critters on the road to many different places including homes for the 

aged. He showed a beautiful orchid manti, millipedes and domino cockroaches. 

 

Jeff Grant is, at age 13, one of our younger presenters from Kitchener and has been raising insects since he was 5. 

He has been purchasing cocoons and trying to get permission to raise tropical butterflies. 

 

Andalyne Tofflemire from the Cambridge Butterfly Conservatory shared their experiences with raising Giant 

Vinegaroons and millipedes. Millipedes can live up to 10 years. Malayan Jungle Nymphs lay their eggs in the soil 

and may take up to one year to hatch. The butterflies and moths in the conservatory are usually imported. 

 

Gil Wizen shared some amazing photos of Whip Spiders or Amblypygids and arachnids. They are not venomous 

and there are 180 species worldwide. They don’t see very well. Their first pair of legs are antennaeform. The female 

carries the egg sack for 4 months. No permits are required to keep them and they make great pets. 

 

Hayley Tompkins from Wildlife Preservation Canada talked about Yellow-banded bumblebees (Bombus terricola) 

and their importance as pollinators. This species has been in decline since the 1990s. WPC has been collecting 

queens in the spring and rearing them. In 2016, 40 queens were caught, 32 laid eggs, 22 raised workers, 16 raised 

males, 3 raised queens. They need 55% humidity and a temperature between 26
 o
C and 28

o
C. They are fed sugar 

water and kept under red light. They plan to rear them again this year. 

 

Mason Walton, our youngest presenter at 11 years old, showed images of the different stages of the Hylaphora 

cecropia that he reared. He gave away many cocoons to those present. 

 

Haley Yorke from the University of Guelph has an extensive private collection of arachnids. She brought in a 

vinegaroon, a scorpion and some tarantulas. 

 

John Dedes is a biologist at the Great Lakes Forestry Centre in Sault Ste. Marie and a founder of Entomica. He 

described the quarantine facility and the artificial diets that are used to raise the different species. This facility raises 

spruce budworm, Asian long horned beetles and Emerald Ash borer among others.  

 

 

  

TEA Events & Meeting Summaries 
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Saturday, September 23, 2017 

Members Meeting 

Bill McIlveen 
The customary ‘member’s meeting’ served to start the 2017-2018 TEA season on September 23, 2017. This year, 

there were eight presenters. As usual, the quality of all photographs was excellent and the topics were definitely 

interesting 

 

The first presentation for the day was given by Pedro Pereyra. He showed pictures of the various Odonates that he 

had observed over the past summer at sites in Beverley Swamp, Port Severn, and Thunder Bay. 

 

The second presentation consisted of photos of assorted insects taken by Albert Tomchyshyn. These included 

species such as, moths, Monarchs, mealybugs, and a Six-spotted Tiger Beetle. Of special interest was his short video 

showing the emergence of a Cabbage White Butterfly from its chrysalis. 

 

Bill McIlveen gave a short presentation on the arthropods that feed on maples. The list includes those that cause 

galls, those that feed as leaf miners or as general feeders. There are others that feed as borers of petioles, stems and 

trunks. Some insects serve to pollinate the flowers. Other simply utilize opportunities to feed on sap when this 

becomes available. 

 

Karen Yukich showed pictures of diverse insects seen during an extended visit to Columbia over the past winter. 

Due to the tropical geography of that site, those species are not seen here. Many of the pictures were of butterflies 

and moths. Her presentation ended with a series of delightful little butterflies. Bob Yukich added some information 

about how some butterflies could be baited to come down from the tree canopy using fermented shrimp and a spit-

wad of Kleenex tissue. 

 

Don Davis contributed a short video on Monarch tagging as well as photos of other butterflies. He also mentioned a 

trip being made by Sara Dykman who is making a 16,000 km trip following the migration of Monarchs, north and 

south, and is stopping at different locations along the route to inform groups and schools about the butterflies. Don 

also had a photo taken at a TEA outing to Harry Hewick’s property at Milgrove where he raises butterflies for 

release. 

 

Chris Rickard has a cottage property on the Bruce Peninsula. While he was there, he was observing the moths that 

he caught at that location. He had photos of several species of Sphinx Moths, Luna Moth and a few other species. 

 

The final speaker with a slide show was Antonia Guidotti. Her photographs ranged from a millipede to Net-winged 

Beetles to robber flies, moths and butterflies. The pictures were taken at different locations including Toronto, 

Killarney and other places. 

 

Carolyn King had no photographs but discussed briefly that there had been stories that people have found Hickory 

Tussock Moth larvae to be toxic. Carolyn reported that she had tested this idea on herself but did not have much of a 

reaction to skin contact with the caterpillars. This does not preclude the possibility that certain individuals would 

have a reaction to exposure to the caterpillar hair. It is known that some caterpillar species will lose hairs that can 

break and blow in the wind. When they are inhaled, they can cause significant problems. A few caterpillars are only 

a minor problem but a large infestation could be an entirely different matter. The hairs of Gypsy Moth are known as 

‘urticating hairs’ which are a defensive mechanism that causes skin irritations in mammals. Unless someone is well 

aware of their own sensitivity in this matter, it is simply wise for people not to handle hairy caterpillars. 
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STUDENT JOB: CURATOR OF A LEPIDOPTERA COLLECTION 

Brad Howie 

 
In the winter work term, which was January to April of this year, I was lucky to obtain a position working for the 

University of Waterloo Biology department.  My job was curator of a collection of butterflies and moths named the 

James Collection.  Leonard James lived in Kitchener and accumulated a huge collection of about 5,000 specimens, 

housed in three large cabinets (perhaps 5 feet tall) containing about 65 cases, each perhaps two feet by two and a 

half feet. The specimens are from 1913 to 1937 – close to 100 years old. He donated his collection to the University 

sometime in the 1960s or 1970s. I have not found anyone who knows the details, although I have found two past 

TEA members from the Kitchener area, Larry Lamb and John Powers, who knew Leonard.  

 

 
 

The majority of the moth specimens found in the collection are from the Kitchener area, as are many of the 

Canadian butterfly specimens. But perhaps three-quarters of the specimens in the collection are from other countries 

and were bought or exchanged with other entomologists or collectors. The collection has specimens from India, the 

US, Brazil, Denmark, Germany, Argentina, England, Honduras, Nigeria, Kenya, and Australia. Canadian specimens 

are from British Columbia and Ontario.   

 

Due to space limitations, the collection was stored in the basement of the Biology 1 building at the University of 

Waterloo for many years. This was done with the best of intentions, but the cabinets that held the collection became 

water damaged due to flooding, and mould grew on some of the specimens. Furthermore, signs of past infestations 

from museum pests such as the dermestid beetle are evident in a few drawers. At present, the collection has around 

2,000 specimens; the other 3,000 specimens are missing, and some are known to have been discarded. 
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Like many older collections, the data for each specimen is not on a label on the pin below the specimen. Instead, that 

label provides only the specimen number and male/female. Fortunately, Leonard’s data book has stayed with the 

collection.  One of my tasks was to determine the species for each specimen and prepare an Excel spreadsheet 

containing the full specimen data. I also took a picture of each specimen. Permission is now being sought to release 

this data to the TEA’s Ontario Butterfly Atlas, which would be very helpful given how rare any data from this 

period is.  

 

Future plans for the collection? Some of the Canadian specimens may be used in undergraduate biology classes. 

Some drawers of specimens may become part of display at the Earth Sciences museum at the university. One group 

of specimens already forms part of a coffee table, as a display under glass, used by students as part of the study 

place on the second floor of the Science Teaching Building.  If you visit the University of Waterloo and see some 

butterfly specimens, I will be proud to say that I played a part of making them available for public access. 

 

TWENTY-THIRD ANNUAL TORONTO CENTRE BUTTERFLY COUNT 

 

By:  John Carley 

 

On Saturday, July 8, 2017, the Twenty-Third Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count took place under the auspices 

of the 43
rd

 Annual North American Butterfly Association (NABA) Count.  Twenty-one counters, in 9 parties on 8 

routes, counted butterflies in the 15 mile diameter count circle centred on the intersection of Dundas Street West and 

Bloor Street West, Toronto.   

 

Like the last few years, the Count Day weather was fine!  Temperatures at 9:30 am at the lakeshore were 21ºC and 

rose to 26ºC.  Strong breezes were noted, on a sunny day with very little cloud cover.   

 

Twenty participants plus one garden watcher surveyed areas including the Leslie Street Spit, Toronto Islands, the 

Toronto Waterfront, midtown ravines, the Don River, High Park, the Humber River, Lambton Prairie, Downsview, 

and other parklands, ravines, and so-called wastelands in the City.  We are one of the few (if not the only) NABA 

Counts entirely within a major metropolis! 

 

Last year, our count had the continent high totals for 3 species (and 4 if they had accepted our Canadian definitions 

of Azures). Last year, we recorded the continent high totals for Acadian Hairstreak at 53, Wild Indigo Duskywing at 

100, and Crossline Skipper at 24. These are mentioned as we are in no danger of repeating our 2016 successes! 

Acadian Hairstreak totalled 5 this year, and there was only one each of Wild Indigo Duskywing and Crossline 

Skipper! 

 

In total, though, we counted 2,562 butterflies representing 40 species. This species total is the 13
th

 highest in our 23-

year history (highest tally is 44 set in 2004 and matched again in 2006 and 2016), and the 2,562 individuals tallied is 

the 8
th

 lowest over those years (the highest numeric count is 6,069 tallied in our second year, 1996). One new 

species – Hackberry Emperor – was added to the cumulative species total which now stands at 66!  

 

The Hackberry Emperor is a stunning find, found on the High Park route near The Queensway. There are a few 

Hackberry Trees in this area, and, perhaps more to the point, there were many more which were cut down earlier by 

the City as part of their streetcar alignment and reconstruction work. Not only is this a first for our count, it is a first 

ever for Toronto. Congratulations to Alfred Adamo who found this Hackberry Emperor!  
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We did, however, set a new high for our Toronto Centre Count… Cabbage Whites!! The 1,553 recorded this year 

bested our previous high of 1,455 set in 2006.  

 

As we continue to evaluate and understand the taxonomy of Canadian Azures, it is worth noting that the flooding 

along the Lakeshore, particularly at the Islands but also at The Spit route, dramatically reduced the overall tally of 

Azures in total. Last year (2016) there were a total of 811 Spring and Summer Azures seen. This year, that was 

reduced to 2 Spring Azures seen on the Islands’ route, and 27 Summer Azures with another 5 azure species for a 

count total of 34 azures overall. The usual traditional hot beds of the Islands and The Spit were totally reduced in 

numbers.  

 

Notable misses included Coral Hairstreak again, and also, this year included Striped Hairstreak, Great Spangled 

Fritillary, Pearl Crescent, and Viceroy. All of these have to date been recorded on approximately at least two-thirds 

of past counts. 

 

The 2018 count date is set for Saturday, July 14 (the second Saturday of July).  

 

Those interested in participating in the Twenty-Fourth Annual Toronto Centre Butterfly Count should contact the 

writer at 218 Humbercrest Blvd., Toronto, M6S 4L3, (416) 766-1330 or carley.la@sympatico.ca.   

 

2017 Observers (21 total): A. Adamo, C. Biggin, J. Carley (compiler), V. Carley, H. Currie, S. Eadie, R. Gottesman, 

A. Guidotti, M. Kelch, R. Kortright, J. McDonald, N. McPherson, G. Riley, P. Robillard, C. Sellers, K. Seymour, J. 

Stirrat, G. Stuart, M. Walton, K. Yukich, R. Yukich.  

 

FINANCIAL REPORT 2016-17 

Chris Rickard and Alan Macnaughton 

 

The TEA ended its 2016-17 fiscal year on July 31. This year we had a surplus of about $1,400. However, there is 

about $800 of expenses relating to this fiscal year for which we are waiting to receive a bill, so the true surplus is 

about $600. For comparison, last year’s surplus was about $1,800. Expenses vary quite a bit from year to year in 

unpredictable ways.  

 

We have assets of about $22,000 and no debt. Our publications inventory includes 1 copy of “The Cicindelidae of 

Canada”, 10 of “The Pipevine Swallowtail”, and assorted older publications. 

 

The Hess lecture has a target expenditure of $3,000, and the Hess family donates this amount every year to cover 

these expenses. Our expenses were under that amount by about $250 this fiscal year. However, we have one bill of 

about $750 still to be received; after that comes, we expect to have a deficit of about $500. 

 

As of August 2017 we have 118 members. The breakdown of the membership is: 29 families, 76 individuals, 9 

students (who have free membership), and 4 institutions. About two-thirds of our members live outside the Toronto 

area. 

 

For the 2016-17 fiscal year, we had the following revenues and expenditures: 
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REVENUE  

Donations $3,925 

Memberships $3,788 

Items sold $69 

GST/HST refund $798 

Interest Income (to be paid in next fiscal year) $0 

Royalty payments re publications 786 

Ad revenues from newsletter $25 

Total Revenue $9,390 

  

EXPENDITURES  

Research award (Eberlie Award) $400 

Speakers’ honoraria $200 

Room rental for meetings $1,017 

Expenses for 2016 Hess lecture $2,747 

Printing of members’ publications $2,028 

Mailing of members’ publications $1,094 

Website hosting $349 

Ontario Nature Network Dues $55 

Bank fees $18 

Miscellaneous expenses $47 

Total Expenditures $7,954 

Surplus $1,437 

 

 

A BEETLE THAT HAS BEEN COMPARED TO A TORTOISE AND A TEDDY BEAR 

Bev Edwards 

 

While cleaning my insect net of plant debris and tent caterpillars, something flew a short distance. Intrigued, I 

grabbed my camera to take a few photos before it escaped. A few hours later, I identified it as a Clavate Tortoise 

beetle (Plagiometriona clavata) and learned that aspects of its behaviour are as interesting as its appearance. 

 

Looking more like a teddy bear that’s gone splat on a sheet of ice, the adult (pictured) is dome-shaped, about seven 

mm long; and has a hardened “carapace,” a feature of the tortoise beetle family. The translucent carapace is 

comprised of two parts: the elytra (hardened wings) and the pronotum (thorax) with dark bumpy areas in the shape 

of a teddy bear. When the adult withdraws its antennae and true legs under the carapace, it can press itself onto a 

surface, making it more difficult for a predator to grab. 

The larval form, which is green with a pale fringe, also has features that may be a form of camouflage and odorous 

deterrent protecting the larva from predators. The last abdominal segment, which is curled back over its abdomen, is 

called an anal fork. The fork holds exoskeletons shed by previous moults and feces. When disturbed, the larva waves 

the fork over its back. 

 

Although this is the first time that I’ve seen a Clavate Tortoise Beetle, they apparently are common. They can be 

found on plants in the nightshade family (Solanaceae,) such as tomatoes and Chinese Lanterns; Jimsonweed, 

morning glories, and trees, such as oaks. 

 

The photograph on the next page was taken in Murphys Point Provincial Park, near Perth, Ontario, on June 6, 2017. 
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Sources: 

http://bugguide.net/node/view/3021. Accessed on July 22, 2017. 

 

http://entnemdept.ufl.edu/creatures/orn/beetles/Plagiometriona_clavata.htm. Accessed on June 30, 2017. 

 

https://entomologytoday.org/2016/08/30/from-turtle-shell-to-poop-umbrella-this-is-one-unusual-group-of-beetles/. 

Accessed on July 22, 2017. 

https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/plant-problems/pests/insects/tortoise-beetle-control.htm. Accessed on July 22, 

2017. 

 

Marshall, Stephen A. 2006. Insects: Their Natural History and Diversity. Firefly Books Ltd. Richmond Hill, 

Ontario. 

http://bugguide.net/node/view/3021
http://entnemdept.ufl.edu/creatures/orn/beetles/Plagiometriona_clavata.htm
https://entomologytoday.org/2016/08/30/from-turtle-shell-to-poop-umbrella-this-is-one-unusual-group-of-beetles/
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/plant-problems/pests/insects/tortoise-beetle-control.htm
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NEW ADDITIONS TO THE ONTARIO MOTH ATLAS 

David Kaposi 

 

The TEA’s newest project – the Ontario Moth Atlas – continues to evolve and we want to provide an update on its 

growth.  Since the Atlas appeared online in March of this year, the dataset has grown over 2.5 times and there are 

now more ways to view the observations.  

  

After spending much of the winter cobbling together the initial 2,500 observations, things picked up considerably 

after the Atlas went live.  Following the August 2017 update, there are over 6,600 observations in the Atlas, 

including 465 so far from 2017.  That makes 2017 the year with the largest number of observations.  Almost all of 

the 2017 observations are from www.iNaturalist.ca, indicating that there is substantial interest in an online reporting 

tool. 

 

Many people generously provided their historical records for the Atlas, either via spreadsheet or through iNaturalist.  

Significant contributions to the initial dataset were described in an earlier article (Macnaughton 2017).  Notable 

recent contributors include:  

1. Joe Bartok (Tweed), who provided several thousand observations, including 160 Silk and Sphinx moth 

observations 

2. Dave Beadle (Toronto), who shared approximately 8,000 historical observations, including almost 400 Silk 

and Sphinx moth sightings  

3. Mike Burrell (Peterborough), who contributed extensive records that he assembled for the Kingston Field 

Naturalists and his ongoing personal observations 

4. Alan Macnaughton (Waterloo), who has transcribed observations notes in TEA seasonal summaries from 

1970 to 1981 

5. Oliver Reichl (Thousand Islands), who added almost 2,700 observations to iNaturalist, including close to 

200 Atlas entries 

6. Chris Rickard (Collingwood), who contributed over 400 Silk and Sphinx moth sightings from the upper 

Bruce Penninsula 

7. Nolie Schneider (Ottawa), who has submitted close to 800 Silk and Sphinx moth observations 

 

Special thanks are also due to Albert Tomchyshyn, who volunteered to spend several days going through the ROM’s 

moth specimens and cataloguing those from Ontario.  This was a challenging task as the ROM does not have a 

database of its moth specimens, so Albert went through drawers dedicated to individual species and carefully read 

each set of labels, transcribing those from the province.  And while there are more drawers to tackle, there are now 

close to 700 ROM records included in the Atlas as a result of Albert’s efforts. 

 

The larger database also allows the analysis to be much more detailed.  For users who are familiar with the Ontario 

Butterfly Atlas, several similar views are now included in the Moth Atlas, including 10x10km squares, individual 

points, and many parks.  One slight change is that the points view is a little different in the Moth Atlas. In the 

Butterfly Atlas, the points reference only eButterfly entries, while in the Moth Atlas, everything with a precise 

georeference is mapped to a point, regardless of the source of the observations. 

 

The larger numbers of observations will hopefully lead to some insights into whether species’ ranges are changing 

for any reason.  As more data sources are included and the Atlas becomes more comprehensive, we hope that the 

Atlas will become an important research tool for amateurs and professionals. 

 

 

 

http://www.inaturalist.ca/
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What have we found? 

Based on the current observation set, certain things are quickly apparent.  One example is with the Imperial Moth.  

There are 188 observations of Imperial Moths in the Atlas, and 30% of those (56) were made in the 2012-2017 

period, so it is still commonly seen.  However, there is a striking divergence in the location of recent and historical 

records.   

 

Historically, the Imperial Moth was reported from Essex, along the Lake Erie shoreline to Niagara, and then 

throughout most of the province south of Sudbury.  However, there hasn’t been a sighting reported southwest of a 

line running from approximately Parry Sound to Presquile Point since 1984.  This could be a coincidence of 

reporting, or it may be a reflection of a decrease in range for the species.  However, as this is a large, noticeable 

species, we suspect that there should be a bias in favour of reporting, and that the lack of observations is likely an 

indication of a declining range. Hopefully, this is the sort of question that can be addressed with the help of the 

Atlas. 

 

 
Figure 1: Historical Imperial Moth observations (10x10km squares) 

 

Ontario Moth Atlas: August 2017 

 

At the other extreme, we have seen some expansion in the ranges of other species.  For example, the observed 

northern range of the Luna Moth increased by approximately 400 km recently.  Andy Fyon of Ottawa added a photo 

of a Luna Moth to iNaturalist that he took while visiting the Cat Lake First Nation in Kenora District in 2015.  That 

is approximately 400km north of the nearest observation in Atikokan.  This is likely a case where the natural range 

is much broader than has been observed because the northern part of the range is so sparsely populated. 
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Ontario’s most northerly Luna Moth observation  

 
Photo by Andy Fyon, taken in front of the Lawrence Wesley Education Centre, Cat Lake First Nation, June 25, 2015 

 

 
Figure 2: Luna Moth observations by individual observation point showing position of the Cat Lake observation 

Ontario Moth Atlas: August 2017 
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Future plans 

We are quite pleased with the progress to date, but the 6,600 observations that are included in the Atlas is a small 

figure compared with the other 35,000+ (and growing) observations of other families that we have in electronic 

format.  Alan Macnaughton and I are working on expanding the number of families included in the Atlas.  We will 

likely add one or two families over the winter.  

 

One issue is that there are roughly 10 times the number of species of moths in the province as there are butterflies, 

and that creates unique challenges with menus and finding a workable search function for the Atlas.  On that note, 

there are several areas where help would be welcome, so please let us know at info@ontarioinsects.org if you: (a) 

can visit the ROM, or an institution close to you, and document relevant specimens; (b) have programming skill 

with Javascript or Angular Javascript; (c) are interested in transcribing observation notes from old seasonal 

summaries; or (d) want to help organize some of the spreadsheet data. 

 

Note: please continue to add your photos to www.iNaturalist.ca even if you are unsure of an ID.  iNaturalist is 

designed so that others will help you find an ID, so you can post a picture and label it ‘Sphinx Moth’, ‘Geometer 

moth’ or ‘Noctuidae’ etc. and someone else will usually help out. 

 

References 

Macnaughton Alan, Ross Layberry, Colin Jones and Bev Edwards. 2017. Ontario Butterfly Atlas Online: 

http://www.ontarioinsects.org/atlas 

 

Macnaughton, Alan. 2017 “Ontario Silkmoth & Sphinx Moth Atlas” Ontario Insects, April 2017, pp. 65-69 

 

iNaturalist. http://inaturalist.ca/projects/moths-of-ontario 

BOOK REVIEW: BUTTERFLIES OF ONTARIO & EASTERN CANADA 

Alan Macnaughton & Ross Layberry 

 

Authors John Acorn and Ian Sheldon note that a new butterfly book is needed to cover newly-arrived butterfly 

species, to cover a geographic area not previously addressed in its own book (eastern Canada), and to showcase the 

second author’s artwork for each species. The book achieves these objectives, and also provides a readable, 

interesting and accurate account of eastern Canadian butterfly species which may well draw more general readers to 

this subject. This book is a partner to the authors’ book Butterflies of British Columbia (2006) and a planned third 

book for the Prairie Provinces and the North.  

 

The cover photo for the book is a Two-tailed Swallowtail (Papilio multicaudata), which is a western and southern 

species not found in eastern Canada; presumably this was a publisher’s decision made without consulting the 

authors. The book seems to fit into the field guide format (at least on the higher end), at just under half a kilogram 

and 14 x 21 x 1.5 cm. The book begins with a 9-page quick reference guide at the front providing thumbnail 

illustrations of each species, which is a nice innovation. A short introduction to butterfly study follows. Most of the 

rest of the book is devoted to species accounts. About one-third are two pages, while the rest are limited to a single 

page. The families are in taxonomic order, except that skippers (Hesperiidae) are left until the end, which is 

probably a wise choice for a popular book given their lesser public interest. The five families of butterflies can also 

be located thumbing through the book by using the five colour markings on the sides of the pages. Families and 

subfamilies are given a one-page introduction, together with photographs, before the individual species accounts 

appear. The back matter is a glossary, a list (too short!) of resources, a checklist of species, and indexes for scientific 

names and common names.  

 

mailto:info@ontarioinsects.org
http://www.inaturalist.ca/
http://www.ontarioinsects.org/atlas
http://inaturalist.ca/projects/moths-of-ontario
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In the species pages, the most immediately noticeable feature of the book is the use of beautiful artwork for each 

species rather than photographs. Artwork is probably more attractive to the general public than photographs, as 

Audubon’s dazzling and classic work The Birds of America shows, and the book’s emphasis on the art is reinforced 

by the absence of any lines noting key field marks differentiating similar species.  

 

The emphasis on art reduces the value of the book for identification purposes, however. The Orange Sulphur (Colias 

eurytheme) is a shade of yellow, without the true orange colour that it should be. The Eastern and Western Pine 

Elfin (Callophrys niphon and Callophrys eryphon) illustrations are misleading in that the art shows these two 

species as two different shades of brown and does not show the differences in the important zig-zag line ( even 

though the text notes these differences in the species descriptions). And in some genera, Polygonia, Hesperia, 

Polites, Poanes, for example, one would have serious trouble identifying species from the paintings. The Pipevine 

Swallowtail (Battus philenor) appears black rather than the true shimmering blue-green colour, although there are no 

species with which it could be confused. 

 

One wonders whether artwork could be more helpful for identification than photos, had that been the book’s goal 

rather than artistic beauty. Many birders believe that art allows unique field marks specific to a species to be 

emphasized; photographs are not as successful at this because the lighting or the angle of the subject obscures these 

features. On the other hand, perhaps this advantage of art for birds is due to their more three-dimensional quality and 

would not apply to butterflies.  

 

For non-art people, the strongest point of the book is the text. The approach is very different from The ROM Field 

Guide to Butterflies of Ontario by Hall, Jones, Guidotti and Hubley, which uses standardized headings for each 

species to permit quick reference; this book, instead, largely dispenses with the headings and adopts a narrative 

approach. Hence the book can be read in the normal way books are read, from cover to cover, and the authors 

provide enough readable and actually entertaining information that people will probably do just that. For example, 

the book provides interesting biographical information on Peck, Harris, Milbert and Duke, of butterfly-name fame. 

And, in explaining how the Southern Dogface (Zerene cesonia) got its name from the pattern on its wings, the 

authors note the pattern “looks a bit like a yellow, pouty-lipped poodle head looking outward and with the back of 

the head in the shade.” In many places, the book has fun with the subject, as in this comment on the Painted Lady 

(Vanessa cardui): "Just like ladybugs, half of them are men." A few points appear to be errors: to the best of the 

reviewers’ knowledge, Banded Hairstreak (Satyrium calanus) larvae do not feed on catkins, Early Hairstreaks 

(Erora laeta) do not mud-puddle, and the main foodplant of the Eastern Pine Elfin (Callophrys niphon) is not Jack 

Pine (Pinus banksiana) but White Pine (Pinus strobus). 

 

One problem with the text is that sources of ideas are not cited, even as notes at the end of the book. So the 

discussion of hybridization of the Orange and Clouded Sulphurs (Colias eurytheme and Colias philodice) was 

fascinating but frustrating for this reason. Similarly, the book contends that “any late-season tiger swallowtails in 

southern Ontario are likely intergrades” between the Canadian Tiger Swallowtail (Papilio canadensis) and Eastern 

Tiger Swallowtail (Papilio glaucus), but it is unclear from the book whether this is the scientific consensus based on 

eastern-Canada specimens or the authors’ opinion. Further, the lack of specificity in the term “late-season” will 

leave many readers seeking more information but unable to find it.  

 

Range maps are another issue: they are tiny (2 cm by 2 cm) and at the top of the page beside the species name, 

instead of at the end of the entry with the other standard factual information categories for each species. Further, 

perhaps because of the maps’ small size, they are simply areas; in contrast, it would have been helpful to show the 

actual locations (dots on the map) from which the areas are an extrapolation. This data is readily available from the 

Ontario Butterfly Atlas and the Maritimes Butterfly Atlas, as well as their underlying data sources (e.g., eButterfly). 

Also, for at least three species the ranges shown do not appear to be supported by data: neither the Northern Blue 
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(Plebejus idas) or the Greenish Blue (Plebejus saepiolus) reach that far south in Ontario, and Macoun’s Arctic 

(Oeneis macounii) is absent between Lake Superior and Algonquin Park. 

 

In summary, this book provides a beautiful and interesting complement to The ROM Field Guide (also recently 

published, 2014) – which will likely be consulted by those seeking more definitive information on species ranges 

(within Ontario) and species identification. An alternative source of species photos for identification purposes is the 

plasticized foldouts (pocket guides) available for sale at ontariobutterflies.ca.  

 

Full citation: Butterflies of Ontario & Eastern Canada. Acorn, John & Ian Sheldon. 2016. Partners Publishing and 

Lone Pine Media Productions (B.C.). 320 pp., 178 species accounts (each illustrated with at least one piece of 

artwork), and colour photos for other topics. ISBN 978-1-77213-032-4 (softcover). 

 

Editor’s note:  this review first appeared in the Entomological Society of Canada Bulletin. 

 

ONTARIO BUTTERFLY COUNTS IN 2017 

James Kamstra 

In 2017 at least 30 butterfly counts took place across the province ranging from Atikokan in the northwest, Pelee Island 

in the deep south and Manion Corners near Ottawa in the east.  Most of the counts follow the protocols of the North 

American Butterfly Association (NABA) where a one day count is conducted in a 15 mile (24 km) diameter circle.  In 

some cases the actual count area is considereabluyy s Nineteen of the counts were submitted to NABA for inclusion in 

the North American butterfly counts report.  Two new counts were established: Atikokan in the Rainy River District, 

and Burke Settlement near Sharbot Lake in Frontenac County.   

Petroglyphs and Clear Creek both recorded 55 species, the highest number of species, followed by Long Point with 51.  

Carden Plain, Rice Lake Plains, Skunk’s Misery and Sunderland all recorded 50 species.  Haliburton counts had the 

most individuals with 8315 followed by Petroglyps with 3401 and  Sunderland with 3370 and Toronto Centre with 

3217.  Long Point attracted the most participants: 27, while Petroglyphs had the most parties with 13.  Dates of the 

counts ranged from June 24 to August 2 with the majority taking place in the first three weeks of July.   

Several compilers again reported that butterfly numbers were lower than usual on their counts. The spring of 2017 

arrived somewhat late but was also wetter and cooler than usual resulting in a later emergence of summer species for a 

second consecutive year.  There were no major movements of migrant species.  Red Admirals were in far lower 

numbers than in 2015.  Monarch numbers had improved significantly over last year and were the best in five years.  In 

2017 there were an average of 58.3 Monarchs per count compared to 10.0 in 2016 and 18.9 in 2015. 

There was a cumulative total of 99 species on all counts which was the same as 2016 (compared to only 93 in 2015).  

Fifteen of those species were only recorded on a single count.  A Purplish Copper was recorded at McGinnis Creek in 

northwest, a species that has never been previously recorded on an Ontario count.  Other highlights include Pipevine 

Swallowtail at Rondeau, 23 Juniper Hairstreaks at Pelee Island, and an impressive 23 Mottled Duskywings on the Rice 

Lake Plains.   

All of the count names, number of species, individuals, number of participants, dates and compilers are summarized on 

Table 1.  The species and numbers of all species on all counts will be presented in the upcoming TEA publication of 

Ontario Lepidoptera 2017 that is scheduled to be published in Spring of 2018.  
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Table 1 - Ontario Butterfly Counts and Compilers in 2017
Count Name Species Individuals Participants Hours Region / County Date NABA Compiler 

Algonquin Provincial Park 31 467 19 46.8 Nippissing 05-Jul No Rick Stronks

Atikokan 19 172 2 5.5 Rainy River 05-Jun No Michael Dawber

Bala 19 213 9 6.5 Muskoka 24-Jun Yes Allan Sinclair

Cambridge RARE Reserve 32 556 5 7 Waterloo 15-Jul No Jenna Quinn

Carden Plain 50 1240 25 26.5 Kawartha Lakes 28-Jul Yes Catie Cook

Clear Creek 55 3102 17 48 Chatham-Kent 30-Jul Yes George Prieksaitis 

Fenelon Falls 44 1277 16 40.5 Kawartha Lakes 22-Jul Yes Dan Bone

Haliburton Highlands 44 8315 17 59.5 Haliburton 08-Jul Yes Ed Poropat

Hamilton 47 1343 13 35.3 Hamilton-Wentworth 02-Jul No Bill  Lamond

Hog Island 25 181 2 11.5 Renfrew 21-Jul No Jean Brereton

Killarney Prov. Park 22 721 18 24 Manitoulin 08-Jul Yes Alyssa Deurwaarder 

Lake Dore 22 141 2 7 Renfrew 30-Jun Yes Jean Brereton

La Vallee - Emo 23 370 2 7 Rainy River 24-Jul Yes Michael Dawber

Long Point 51 2845 51 2845 Norfolk 08-Jul Yes Adam Timpf

Manion Corners 43 661 26 4 Ottawa-Carleton 08-Jul No Jeff Skevington

MacGregor Point Provincial Park 38 2083 24 42 Bruce 08-Jul Yes Madeline Sanagan

McGinnis Creek - Pinewood 33 541 2 6.6 Rainy River 10-Jul No Michael Dawber

Oshawa 44 1603 11 45 Durham 02-Jul Yes James Kamstra

Pelee Island 31 3678 8 40.5 Essex 02-Aug No Bob Bowles

Petroglyphs 55 3401 17 41 Peterborough 15-Jul Yes Jerry Ball

Pinery Prov. Park 37 694 16 30 Lambton 24-Jun Yes Brenda Kulon

Presquile Prov. Park 31 1758 16 15 Northumberland 05-Jul No David Bree

Rice Lake 50 1721 53 36.5 Northumberland 24-Jun No Val Deziel

Rondeau Prov. Park 38 1408 20 45 Chatham-Kent 09-Jul No Laura Penner

Science North Sudbury 19 75 4 7 Greater Sudbury 28-Jul Yes Jacquie Bertrand

Skunks Misery 50 2130 33 55 Middlesex 02-Jul Yes George Prieksaitis 

Sunderland 50 3370 25 83 Durham/York 02-Jul Yes James Kamstra

Toronto Centre 40 2562 21 46.5 Toronto 08-Jul Yes John Carley

Toronto East 34 706 8 Toronto/York 01-Jul No Carolyn King

Windsor 45 902 12 15 Essex 01-Jul Yes Tom Preney
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ITEMS FOR SALE THROUGH THE TEA 
 

Membership in the TEA includes our annual issue of Ontario Lepidoptera and 3 issues of Ontario Insects, as well as 

member discounts on other publications. Price: $30 individual; $35 family; free for students (finances permitting). 

 

 

 

Our Major Publications (non-member prices) 

 

Ontario Insects - T.E.A. Newsjournal. 3 issues per year: .Jan., April and September. 

Back Issues: in Canada, $5; international, inquire for  rates 

Ontario Lepidoptera by Ross Layberry and Jessica Linton. This is our annual seasonal summary, and has been 

issued since 1969. The 2014 issue has 107 pages (6 in colour). Some earlier issues are also available. 

Appears every spring. In Canada, $20; international, inquire for  rates. 

Xi Wang, The Pipevine Swallowtail: Life Cycle and Ecology, October 2012, 33 pages, $7 

 

Jessica Linton, The Butterflies of Waterloo Region, February 2012, 43 pages, free for download at: 

http://www.ontarioinsects.org/J_thesis.htm 

 
Ontario Butterfly Atlas by A.M. Holmes , R.R. Tasker, Q.F.Hess, A..J.Hanks (1991) In Canada, $25; inquire 

for international  rates.  

 
Checklist of the Butterflies of the Toronto Region, 3rd edition, 2007 

In Canada, $2 International,, inquire for  rates.   

 

Checklist of Ontario Odonata, 2010.  Free for individual copies within Canada; otherwise inquire for rates. 

 
The Bumble Bees of Algonquin Provincial Park: A Field Guide by Nathan Miller.  In Canada $10; 

international inquire for rates. 

 

 

 

                      

 

To order or to ask about member prices, contact: Chris Rickard, 16 Mount View Court, Collingwood, Ontario, 

L9Y 5A9 (infor@ontarioinsect.org). Please make cheques or money orders payable to the 

Toronto Entomologists’ Association. 
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